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CATALOGUE 59

1 - SMLE BANDOLIER
Leather five cell Bandolier marked DLW ↑ 42. ExC
2 - PISTOL HOLSTER ETC.
1937 Pattern black dyed holster for the Enfield 38 Revolver,
plus a web belt and ammo pouch. GC

13

3 - FOUR HOLSTERS
Bag lot containing a Canadian canvas 1942 dated Webley
MKVI holster. A most likely, good quality, reproduction of
a US M7 1911 leather shoulder holster and a Colt branded
leather medium/large revolver holster and a leather single
action holster. GC
4 - PATTERN 1888 FIGHTING KNIFE
A British pattern 1888 bayonet, modified for a trench / fighting knife. Blade has been shortened to 20cm and sharpened
on both edges and is quite pitted. The scabbard has also been
shortened. FC

1
markings, plus SA and rack/serial number. The wrist is
marked Crown/ER Enfield 1904 SHT LE I and is fitted with
volley sight. VGC original woodwork with handling marks
complete with swivels and correct butt with disc and no oil
bottle trap. Includes original leather sling and correct Long
Tom type magazine. VGWO&C ALR
16 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI Enfield rifle. 26” .303 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber with ERA (Eddystone) makers and ordnance marks. Bolt and receiver are
matching numbers. Most overall original blue finish thinning
where carried on the underside. Complete with lobbing sight
on the action and has VGC early type wide woodwork also
with lobbing sight, stock disc and swivels. VGWO&C ALR
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17 - WWI MAUSER 98AZ CARBINE
Imperial German WWI period mode 98AZ carbine. 24½”
8mm cal barrel with original foresight and integral bayonet
lug/nose cone with stacking hook. Original rear sight graduated to 2000 yards. The chamber is marked ERFURT 1917
and with acceptance marks. The side rail is marked Kar 98.
The bolt is the correct turned down type. Metalwork retains
most overall original blue and is Imperial proofed in many
places as well as all visible numbers matching. ExC original
wooden stock with matching serial number and cartouche.
Hard to find a better example of this rare and desirable WWI
carbine. ExWO&C ALR
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5 - SADDLE WALLET
Most likely NZ WWI issue pair of brown leather saddle wallets for use by mounted rifle troops. Marked H C Y/ A1 / 2,
leather has gone quite hard, otherwise GC.
6 - PRACTICE BOMBS
MK 106 Model 4 and Model 5 Naval Air systems practice
bombs. Ex NZ Military and blue in colour. GC
7 - NZ FLARE PISTOL
Nice example of a WWI NZ Military issue No1 MKIII Very
pistol. 5½” Long barrel with flare at the muzzle. The brass
barrel and frame with N ↑ Z mark as well as proofs for 1913
and 18, Webley & Scott address and logo. VGC original
wooden grips with lanyard ring. VG-ExWO&C NLR
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8 - RUSSIAN HELMET
Soviet WWII era model SSH 39 steel helmet. Most overall
green paint finish turning brown and some rust to the lip as
well as the inside. Circular leather and cloth liner and webbing strap. GC

23

18 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
Swedish Military model 1896 Mauser rifle. 29” 6.5x55 cal
barrel with original sight and bayonet lug. The rear sight is
the fine adjustable dial type. Chamber has Mauser Obendorf
address and 1899 date. Metalwork is in excellent superb condition and the blue has an all over deep colour and the white
metal is without staining. All visible numbers are matching.
ExC original woodwork complete with swivels but the brass
disc has been removed. A top collectors example. ExWO&C
ALR

9 - RUSSIAN HATS
Soviet most likely WWII Ushanka winter hat. Grey/Kakhi
colour with red enamel and brass Star, plus a M33 side cap in
olive felt with blue lining and red enamel star. GC

19 - ‘07 BAYONET’
WWI British Military SMLE bayonet. 43cm blade with
stained patina and ordnance marked as well as 1907
WILKINSON with 2 18 date. Scarce tiger stripe late war
wooden grips and oiler in the pommel. Includes its correct
second pattern scabbard. VGC

10 - RUSSIAN ENTRENCHING TOOL
WWII Soviet MPC-50 entrenching tool. Black painted blade
marked and dated OTB/TM3/45R. Includes its webbing
pouch. VGC

20 - SMLE PARTS
A bag lot containing three magazine cut offs. No4 ladder and
two peep sights, barrel band, chargers and after market (no
gunsmithing mount).
19

11 - WINTER UNIFORM
Most likely Soviet WWII quilted jacket and pants for cold
weather use. Olive and Khakhi colours. GC

6
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12 - RUSSIAN MILITARY SHIRTS ETC.
Two Russian ‘Gimnastyorka’ pull over shirt/tunics with
standing colours, plus a third with fading colour and a pair
of pants. GC

9

21 - SMLE TOOLS
Four original SMLE armourers tools including rear sight adjustment, No2 tool, firing pin removal tool and stock tool.
22 - G98 AMMO POUCH
WWI German Military issue, three cell leather pouch for the
G98 and carbine. Makers marked J Single and Co, plus 1915
date etc. Rivet field repair to one cell otherwise GC.

13 - RUSSIAN M44 FLARE GUN
WWII Soviet flare/signal pistol. 4¾” 26mm cal barrel, the
frame is dated 1944 and has Izhevsk arsenal mark. Most arsenal blue finish and brown bakelite grips. GC NLR

23 - K98 BAYONET
WWII German K98 bayonet. 25cm blued blade with 42 asw
date and makers code. VGC original bakelite grips and includes steel scabbard with some staining. VGC

14 - WWI SMLE RIFLE
British Military WWI issue Lee Enfield No 1 MK III * rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
The wrist of the gun is marked Crown/GR Enfield 1918 SHT
LE III = and ordnance marks. Bolt and barrel have matching
numbers and metalwork has most original finish. VG-ExC
original woodwork with stock disc in the butt and swivels.
VG-ExWO&C ALR

24 - WEBLEY MARK V REVOLVER
British Military WWI era double action revolver. 4” .455 cal
barrel with original sights and ordnance marks etc. Frame
with Webley patent and 1915 date. VGC original Birds head
checkered grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

15 - SMLE MKI RIFLE
Rare British Military short Lee Enfield MK1 rilfe. 25” .303
cal barrel with correct early type nose cap with curved sight
protector. The rear sight is also correct with 2000 yard adjustment and checkered bone slide knobs. The bolt is correct with sliding charger guide. The chamber has ordnance

24
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25 - WEBELY MARK VI REVOLVER
British Military WWI double action revolver. 6” .455 cal
barrel with original shaved down sights and ordnance marks
etc. The frame with 1917 date and Webley patent marks.
Metalwork has most thinning original blue with some
speckling. ExC original checkered grips with lanyard fitted.
VGWO&C B/CLR

2
26 - NAGANT 1895 REVOLVER
Soviet WWII double action revolver. 4.3” 7.62 cal barrel.
The frame with 1944 date and Izhevsk arsenal mark. Metalwork has near all arsenal blue. ExC checkered wooden grips
with lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/CLR

barrel have matching numbers and the hexagonal correct
Russian receiver is correctly mismatched. Metalwork has
all over arsenal finish. ExC correct dove tail jointed stock
with Military cartouche and leather sling. A top collectors
example and hard to find better. ExWO&C ALR
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27 - TOKAREV TT33 PISTOL
Early WWII Soviet semi auto pistol. 4½” 7.62T cal barrel,
slide with fixed sights, 1936 date and serial number matching on the frame. Metalwork with near allover arsenal blue
turning plum colour on the slide. VGC original bakelite
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

36 - NAGANT M44 CARBINE
Russian WWII M1944 Mosin Nagant carbine. 21” 7x54R
cal barrel with original sights and folding bayonet. The
chamber has 1944 date and Izhevsk arsenal markings. The
numbers on the chamber, bolt, magazine and butt plate are
matching. Metalwork has all over arsenal blue. ExC original
woodwork complete with sling. ExWO&C ALR
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28 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
A late WWII Italian semi auto pistol. 3½” .380ACP cal barrel. The slide with original sights and is the late war variant without Beretta markings (1944/45) and is only marked
with the serial number which is in the .32ACP cal block.
Metalwork has near all original blue. VGC original Beretta
logo bakelite grips. ExWO&C CLR

37 - NO4 MKI FTR RIFLE
British Military WWII SMLE No4 MKI, (not MKI*) rifle.
25” .303 cal barrel without bayonet lug but has original
sights. The receiver is marked in electric pencil No4 MKI F
(FTR) and serial number. The wrist is marked M/47C 1944
and same serial number is also on the bolt in electric pencil.
Most overall Military black enamel finish with VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
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29 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
WWII Italian semi auto pistol. 3½” .380ACP cal barrel. The
slide with original sights, Gardone address and 1943 date.
The frame is marked with Crown/RE stamp. Metalwork has
most original blue with some loss to the slide where it has
been holstered. VGC original bakelite grips with Beretta
logo. VGWO&C CLR

38 - JUNGLE CARBINE
Scarce and hard to find early example of the WWII British
carbine. 20½ .303 cal barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug
and original sights. The receiver is marked No5 MKI ROF
(F) with 7/44 date and serial number which is matching on
the bolt. The wrist is stamped England and the chamber and
barrel have BN proofs. Metalwork has nearly all Military
black enamel finish. ExC early type woodwork, complete
with sling. VG-ExWO&C ALR
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30 - TOKAREV HOLSTER AND MAGAZINE
WWII leather holster for the Soviet TT33 pistol. Variant
without brass D rings but has vertical magazine pouch containing an extra magazine. VGWO&C
31 - NAGANT HOLSTER
Brown leather WWII holster for the Russian Nagant 1893
revolver. Ordnance stamp on inside of the flap and includes
a quite rusty but original cleaning rod. VGWO&C

39 - US GRENADE SIGHT
US WWII era M15 grenade launcher sight for the M1903
rifles, plus M1 rifles and carbine unissued in grease paper
with instructions. 1944 dated olive web carry case. ExC

36

40 - PU SCOPE AND MOUNT
Original WWII Soviet PU Sniper scope. It is marked with
Muscova optic works star over a moon with Soviet hammer
and sickle inbetween. It is also marked with 1943 date and
serial number - No A-55486. The optic has all over arsenal
black enamel finish. The mount has all over blue and correct
machining marks as well as X in a circle mark. Includes
leather cover. Optic iss quite clear. VGWO&C

32 - BERETTA MAGAZINES AND BOOK ETC
Two Beretta M1934 magazines, one with finger groove at
base, plus Beretta Automatic Pistols book by Wood and two
homemade leather holsters. GC
33 - ‘03-A3 SPRINGFIELDS RIFLE
US WWII era action rifle. 25” 30.06 cal barrel with original foresight and pressed type nose cone with bayonet lug.
The foresight has clip on hood. The chamber is marked U.S
REMINGTON MODEL 03-A3 and serial number in the 33
million range. The rear sight is the correct receiver mounted
apperture type. The magazine floor plate is pressed type as
are the front two swivels. Metalwork has near all parkerised
finish. ExC original woodwork with straight cut stock with
P in circle inspection cartouche behind the trigger guard.
ExWO&C ALR
34 - NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE
A Soviet WWII Mosin Nagant M91/30 sniper rifle that has
also been refurbished and reused by the Polish Military during the Cold War era. 29½” 7x54R cal with correct foresight
with tall centralised blade. The chamber is marked with
Izhevsk triangle, arrow, plus hammer and sickle marks as
well as 1944r date and serial number just above the wood
for optic, post war British proofs. The bolt handle is correctly turned down and the bolt has matching serial number
to the chamber. The WWII mount and optic is part of the
Polish refurbishment process and has been replaced with a
post war example. It has the star over moon and has the
Soviet hammer and sickle in between logo. It is also marked
91/30 No 5-12719 over WZR-58 (Polish acceptance mark
and date). Metalwork has most overall blue finish. VGC
woodwork with matcing serial number on the butt plate and
magazine well. Complete with correct Polish webbing and
leather sling and scope cover. VGWO&C ALR
35 - FINISH M28/30 RIFLE
Finish Military issue Mosin Nagant rifle. 28” 7.62x5cal barrel with correct foresight wings and hinged nose cap with
bayonet lug and stock strengthening bars. Chamber with SA
mark, Tikka logo, serial number and 1932 date. Bolt and
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41 - NAGANT ACCESSORIES
Bag lot containing accessories for the Mosin Nagant rifle.
Including full leather sling, twin cell pouch, two types of oil
bottle and canvas cleaning wallet with tools etc. GC
42 - US M1 BAYONET
US M1 knife bayonet to fit the M1 Garand and 03 Springfields 9.75” parkerised black blade marked U F H U, flying
bomb, S. Grooved black plastic grips. Includes its original
US flaming bomb marked green fibreglass scabbard. ExC
43 - BAYONET BOOK
Bayonets of the First World War by Bera and Aubry. Hard
cover, large format, colour pictures and 80 pages. NEW
44 - RUGER MARK IV PISTOL
US Semi auto MKIV 22/45 lite model pistol. 4¼” .22lr cal
barrel with threaded muzzle, fluted barrel shroud with optic
rail and adjustable sights. Polymer frame with rubber grips
in the shape of a 1911. In like new ExWO&C B/CLR

44
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46

45 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER
US new model single action revolver. 5½” .22lr cal barrel
with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork is in GC
and fitted with original wooden grips. Includes an extra
Magnum cylinder. VGWO&C B/CLR
46 - ASTRA CONSTABLE
Spanish semi auto .22lr cal pistol. Includes its original 3½”
barrel, plus a 4” barrel with thread and adapter for silencer.
Near all original blue finish. ExC original plastic grips and
includes its original box. ExWO&C B/CLR
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47 - WALTHER PP SPORT
Target variant of the German pistol, circa 1960’s. 5.9” .22lr
cal barrel threaded and fitted with ½x20 UNF adapter and
silencer as well as original adjustable sights. The slide has
Ulm address and banner logo. Metalwork has near all original blue with a couple of minor stains. ExC original faux
wood target grips and magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

58 - 416 REMINGTON MAGNUM BARREL
Similar to previous lots but 416 Remington Magnum caliber
with 1-14 twist rate. NEW
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59 - TRIJICON TR23 SIGHT
High quality US made TR23-2G telescopic sight. 5-20x50
with 30mm tube, Mildot cross hair green dot. Has American
Defence, one piece, quick detachable mount and orignal box
with sun shade. ExWO&C

48 - BERETTA NEOS PISTOL
USA made .22lr cal semi auto pistol. 6” slab sided stainless
barrel with optic rail iron sights and fitted with Vektor red
dot. ExWO&C B/CLR
48

49 - SCHMIDT S/ACTION PISTOL
West German Model 21 revolver 4¾” 6mm Flobert barrel
has been re-chambered in .22lr caliber. Metalwork has most
blue. VGC plastic grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

61 - IDR OPTICAL SIGHT
Romanian 10R brand 2.5-10x42 telescopic sight with MP-8
reticle. Includes original box and instructions. VGC

51

50 - H&K 270 RIFLE
High quality vintage German semi auto rifle. 19” .22lr cal
barrel with original sights.The rear is the diopter style similar to the G3 rifle and the receiver is grooved for a telescopic
sight. Marked with H&K logo, Obendorf address and made
in Germany etc. Metalwork retains near all original bright
blue. ExC original wooden stock with QD swivel studs and
5R magazine. A desirable collectors example and hard to
find better. ExWO&C ALR
51 - H&K 300 RIFLE
Rare and desirable vintage German semi auto rilfe. 19½”
.22 Magnum caliber barrel with original sights and markings. The receiver is marked with H&K Model and Obendorf address and is fitted with its factory original quick
detachable mount and Schmidt & Bender 4x36 telescopic
sight. Metalwork has near all original blue finish with a
small area of pinpricking and touch up blue below the front
sight. ExC original faux wood stock and includes its 10R
magazine. ExWO&C ALR

60 - WEAVER TACTICAL SCOPE
High grade Japanese made Weaver Tactical model scope
with first focal plane recticle (Model number 800360).
4-20x50 with 30mm tube, side focus and Mildot recticle.
Includes original box. ExWO&C

62 - MP43 RIFLE
WWII German select fire rifle. 16½” 8mm Kurz cal barrel
with threaded end nut, sight hood and stacking rod. The receiver with original sight graduated to 800 metres. The gun
is stamped MP43 above the selector and serial number/44
date on the magazine well (matching on lower part). The
underside is marked fxo Haenel and COS sub-contracters
mark as well as acceptance eagle and WaAA44 and eagle
37 markings. The underside of the butt stock is also Waffen
amt marked but the original number has been crossed out
and a new one applied. The bolt is acceptance marked and
is matching to the gun and the carrier also has Haenel eagle
37 and acceptance mark. The metalwork has all over typical East German re-finish. ExC original wooden grips and
the buttstock serial number is mismatched but is original.
Includes its original magazine marked MP44 , q/w code
and Waffen-amt marked plus its original sling.ExWO&C
C&P7LR Estimated $7,000 - $10,000

52

52 - SAKO P54 RIFLE
Scarce vintage bolt action sporting rifle. 23” .22lr cal barrel
with the original sights but missing front hood. Marked with
caliber and Bofors steel. The action is marked Sako P54
made in Finland etc. Metalwork has original finish that has
started to thin out in areas. VGC original woodwork and includes its 10R magazine. A seldom seen rimfire rifle which
is now very collectable. VGWO&C ALR
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53 - GERVARM A3 RIFLE
Collectable vintage French semi auto rifle. 21½” .22lr cal
barrel with original adjustable Mauser style rear sight and
hooded foresight. It is marked with the Gervarm logo and
caliber etc. The receiver is also grooved for a scope. Metalwork has most overall original blue that has thinned to grey
on the trigger guard section. ExC walnut stock and includes
its 8R magazine VGWO&C ALR
54 - ANSCHUTZ 22 MAGNUM RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1975, bolt action sporting rifle. 19” .22 Magnum cal barrel with original sights and marked Model 1518
etc. The receiver also with West German Ulm address and
twin set triggers. Metalwork has near all original bright
blue. VGC original full wood stock. ExWO&C ALR
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64 - PPS43 SUBMACHINE GUN
Soviet Union WWII Submachine gun. 9½” 7.62 cal barrel with ventilated shroud and original sights. The gun is
dated 1945 and C arsenal mark (Scetmach Moscow). The
gun also has a painted 28 rack number on the left hand side.
Metalwork has dark grey original patina all over with traces
of original blue rather than the usually encountered Soviet
arsenal re-blue. GC original bakelite grips and steel folding stock. Includes three 35R magazines, pouch and sling.
VGWO&C C&P7LR

54

65 - SUBMACHINE GUN BOOK
The Worlds Submachine Guns Vol I by Tom Nelson 2nd
Edition. Hard cover, large format, B&W pictures and 740
pages. GC

55 - ANSCHUTZ .22 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1963, bolt action sporting rifle. 22”.22lr cal
barrel with original sights and 1963 proof mark. The ‘64
type action has Ulm address etc and is fitted with 4x32
scope. Metalwork has near all orignal blue. VGC woodwork
with some minor handling dings. VGWO&C ALR
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56 - 500 JEFFREY CAL BARREL
German Luthar Walther Chr. Moly steel button rifled barrel. Threaded for Mauser 98 (or other rifles with 1” thread
base diameter), deep chambered, 1-18 twist, 26” long and
crowned muzzle. NEW
57 - 416 RIGBY BARREL
Similar to the previous lot but 416 Rigby caliber and 1-14
twist rate. NEW

63 - REISING SMG
Scarce WWII US Military Reising Model 55 submachine
gun. 10”.45ACP cal fluted barrel with original sights. The
receiver is marked MODEL - 50 H&R REISING CAL 45
and Harrington & Richardson address. While the model 50
marking is for the fixed stock variant we believe this is most
likely a very early example using up already stamped receivers. Metalwork has most overall original blue, however,
like the wood stock with wire folding butt, it shows handling wear as these guns saw much use in the Pacific Theatre
with the US Marines. VGWO&C C&P7LR

66 - RUSSIAN S.M.G SLINGS ETC
Two web with leather end slings for the Soviet PPSH & PPS
SMG’s, plus two unknown com block parts bags. GC
67 - SVT 40 AMMO POUCH ETC
Original brown leather ammo pouch for the Russian WWII
rifle, plus a green webbing tool kit for the same. VGC

68

68 - SVT 40 BAYONET
24cm Blued blade with ordnance marks. GC wooden grips
and blued steel scabbard. VGC
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69 - BLACK WIDOW LUGER PISTOL
Rare WWII last variant of the Mauser Luger seldom seen
on the NZ market. 4” 9mm cal barrel, the chamber with 42
date and eagle 135 inspection and proof marks. The toggle
has byf code for Mauser. All visible numbers are matching.
Metalwork has most to near all original salt type blue including small parts and the frame is marked P08. ExC original checkered black plastic grips which rose to the collectors
name of ‘Black Widow’ for the variant of the Luger. The
magazine is blued body type with nickel base marked fxo.
VGWO&C B/CLR
70 - RADOM PISTOL
WWII German Military issue Polish Radom model 35 pistol. 4.7” 9mm cal barrel, slide with fixed sights, safety and
marked F B RADOM VS MOD 35 etc as well as Army acceptance eagle and eagle over 62?. The frame is Waffen-amt
WaA77 and is correctly without stock lug. Metalwork has
typical war time machining marks and most overall dark
original blue finish with some scattered staining. VGC original FB&VIS logo bakelite grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
71 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
WWII German semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel with
original sights and serial number, the slide is marked P38
byf 43 (Mauser 1943 production) plus serial number and
135 Waffen-amt and acceptance eagle also on the frame.
The gun also has discrete Post War British proofs. Metalwork has near all original finish. ExC original bakelite
brown grips and includes its correct WWII magazine. Hard
to find better. ExWO&C B/CLR
72 - WWII PP PISTOL
Hard to find German Military issue Walther PP pistol Most
examples were private purchase. 3¾” .32ACP cal barrel,
slide with banner logo, Ulm address Mod PP and Waffenamt WaA359 also on the frame as well as the serial number. Metalwork has all over re-blue. ExC black platic grips.
VGWO&C CLR

79 - LUGER/P38 AMMO
A 16R unopened packet of WWII German 9mm ammo for
the Luger and P38 pistols, 1942 dated. VGC ALR
80 - LUGER MAGAZINE POUCH
Black leather double magazine pouch for the Luger pistol.
GC
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81 - MP44 MAGAZINE
30R magazine for the WWII German MP44/STG44 rifles.
Marked MP44. VGC P7LR
82 - GERMAN MG34
WWII German machine gun. 28” 8mm cal barrel with
Waffen-amt marked flash hider and ventilated shroud with
original sights. The rear is also Nazi marked. The chamber
is marked dot 1945 for Czech manufacture, it also has post
war Jewish Star for Isreali Military use. The numbers on the
chamber and feed cover and rear of the receiver are matching, the bakelite stock is mismatched but original Waffenamt marked. Metalwork has most overall dark grey patina
fitted with original sling and Waffen-amt marked bipod. Includes its original 43 dated belt drum with display link of
ammo and original ammo tin. VGWO&C CLR
Estimate $5,000 - $8,000
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83 - DPM MACHINE GUN
WWII Soviet Union light machine gun. 24” 7.62x54R cal
barrel with flash hider and original sights graduated to 1500
metres. The rear of the receiver is dated 1945 and with
ordnance mark. Metalwork with near all arsenal blue finish, VGC original wooden butt stock also ordnance marked
with grooved wooden grips fitted with original bipod and includes 3 x 47R pan magazines in canvas pouch. ExWO&C
C&P7LR

74

84 - DP TOOL KIT
WWII Soviet Canvas tool bag for the DP27/DPM series of
machine guns. Contains cleaning rods, brushes and several
tools in original grease paper. ExC

73 - MAUSER HSC PISTOL
WWII German Naval issue Mauser HSC pistol. 3¼” .32ACP
cal barrel, the slide is marked with banner logo Obendorf
address etc. The trigger guard is marked on one side with
the commercial Nazi era eagle N proof and the otherside is
marked with the Kriegsmarine Eagle M/6. Metalwork has
thinning overall blue and shows some holster stains and pin
pricking to the slide and grip straps. VGC original grips and
includes its original holster. G-VGWO&C CLR

85 - DP SLING
Original canvas and leather sling for the Russian DP series
of machine guns. VGC
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86 - MG34 CARRY HANDLE
Original WWII carry handle for MG34. VGC
87 - MG34 STARTER TAB
Original hard to find ‘1939’ dated starter tab for the MG34
Machine gun.

74 - FINISH M34 PISTOL
WWII Finish Military issue Italian made semi auto M1934
pistol. 3½” .32ACP cal barrel, the slide with original sights
and is marked with Beretta address cal and 1940 date. The
frame has the SA acceptance stamp and Italian proofs.
Metalwork has near all blue finish, VGC original grips.
ExWO&C CLR
75 - GERMAN M1935 HELMET
WWII German steel helmet. No decals present but has most
overall apple paint. The inside with liner and chin strap with
42 date and makers mark. The rim is stamped with size Q64
and 824. VGC

89

88 - MANNLICHER LUXUS RIFLE
Modern Steyr Mannlicher high grade sporting rifle. 26”
300 Winchester mag cal barrel with iron sights and hammer forge detailing. Also includes a second barrel in 7x64
caliber. The receiver is marked with Steyr Austria address
and model etc and has date code GWK for 2012. It also has
engraved boar and deer scenes on the side inlay panels. One
barrel has Weaver type rail and the other for tip off mounts,
single set trigger, butter knife bolt handle and detachable
steel magazine. ExWO&C ALR
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89 - STEYR LUXUS RIFLE
High quality Austrian sporting rifle. 26” 300 Winchester
Magnum cal barrel with original sights and hammer forge
detailing. The receiver marked Steyr Mannlicher Luxus
Austria etc. The trigger is a single set type and bolt handle
is butter knife style. Metalwork has near all original finish.
ExC original walnut stock with detachable steel magazine
and includes 30mm rings. ExWO&C ALR

76 - GERMAN M1940 HELMET
WWII model 1940 steel helmet. Most overall paint finish
but no decal present, complete with liner and chinstrap
marked dtv 44, the size marking is hard to make out. VCG
77 - TWO GERMAN BREAD BAGS
Two German Army WWII bread bags. Canvas with leather
and steel fittings slightly different patterns and one has name
label stiched inside and the other appears un-issued. GC
78 - P38 HOLSTER
WWII German P38 pistol black leather hard shell holster.
Marked P38 and cxb 42 makers code and date. VGC
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

76

90 - STEYR CARBINE
Vintage Austrian sporting carbine. 20” 30.06 cal barrel
with iron sights and hammer forge detailing. The action
marked Steyr Mannlicher - M and has ZTR date code for
1983. Double set trigger and polymer magazine with typical
minor cracking around the screw on the well. Metalwork
has near all original finish. VGC full wood walnut stock.
VGWO&C ALR

5
91 - SAKO FINNBEAR RIFLE
High quality vintage 80’s Finnish sporting rifle. 24” 7mm
Remington Magnum caliber barrel with iron foresight and
marked SAKO FINNBEAR and caliber etc. The receiver is
marked L61R and has av code and is grooved for mount/rear
sight with matte checkered top. Metalwork has near all original blue, VGC walnut checkered stock. VGWO&C ALR
92 - ‘03 SPRINGFIELD SPORTER
Custom sporting rifle built on a US Military 1903 Springfield action. 24” .30-06 cal German Kreher barrel with iron
sights. The receiver with one piece mount and Weaver K3C3 scope. Metalwork has near all blue. VGC checkered walnut stock. VG-EXWO&C ALR

101 - MARTINI ENFEILED CARBINE
NZ Military Artillery carbine. 20” .303 cal barrel with original sights. The action is NZ marked and CROWN /VR ENFEILD 1897 ME 303 A.C.I as well as Enfield 1884 III I
etc on the other side. Metalwork with dark overall patina
with pin pricking to the action and some of the barrel. GC
woodwork with stock disc but no swivels and has band with
bayonet lug. GWO&C ALR

101

93 - DELANY FLINTLOCK PISTOLS
A pair of fine quality Queen Anne Flintlock pistols by Henry
Delany of London, circa early-mid 1700’s. Delany was a
noteable English Huguenots Gunmaker who fled France to
England to escape persecution. 5½” .65 cal/16 bore round
steel turn off barrels with early London proof marks and Delany makers proof. The tops are marked London. The rounded actions are marked H DELANY and have star bursts on
the steel mounts. The one piece walnut stocks are relief
carved with shell patterns and have silver wire inlays, escucheons and grotesque masks on the butts. ExWO&C NLR
Estimate $10,000 - $15,000

102

103

94 - SHARP FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique English, late 1700’s, boxlock Queen Anne Flintlock
pistol. 3¼” .54 bore/44 cal round steel turn off barrel with
London proofs. The action with borderline and banner engraving is marked 1 No SHARP & STAMFORD. Early type
action without safety is crisp. Metalwork has untouched
white metal finish. Silver wire inlay, slab sided grip swelling
to silver grotesque on the butt. VG-EXWO&C NLR

106

95 - SALMON AND CO FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique English, circa 1800 boxlock Flintlock pistol. 2¾”
54 bore/44 cal rifled round barrel with underfolding flick
bayonet and marked with Birmingham proof marks (London retailer). The action is marked Salmon & Co and engraved with stand of flags designs and has sliding safety.
Metalwork has traces of original blue finish to the barrel
and some peppering to the triggerguard. VGC slab sided one
piece grip. VG-ExWO&C NLR
96 - PERCUSSION PISTOL
English, circa 1800’s, side lock percussion pistol. 4¼” 38
bore/50cal octagonal barrel with Birmingham proof marks.
Engraved brass action is without makers name and has dolphin shape hammer. Metalwork has some pinpricking to the
muzzle and dark patina. GC checkered one piece round grip.
VGWO&C NLR
97 - BARTRAM POWDER FLASK
Small bag shaped pistol powder flask by English maker W
Bartram as used in cased percussion revolvers, the adjustable top in 3/8, 1/2 and 5/8 drams. 14cm overall length.

102 - MARTINI ENFIELD RIFLE
British Military Martini action single shot rifle. 29½” 303
cal barrel with bayonet lug on band and original sights, ordnance and proof marks. The action is marked Crown/VR
ENFIELD 1900 ME 303 II and on the otherside CROWN/
GR L.S.A.C 1911 ME 303 II. Metalwork has most overall
old re-blue with some staining. Woodwork has been sanded
and is missing swivels and disc. GWO&C ALR

100 - NZ CARBINE
NZ Military Lee Enfield carbine. 21” .303 cal barrel with
correct sight and bayonet lug. The rear sight is graduated to
2000 yards on the leaf and 500 on the bed. The barrel and
receiver numbers are matching and the bolt mismatched but
is the correct flatened type. The wrist is marked Crown/VR
Enfield 1901 L.E.C and N↑Z 22/1901. Metalwork has most
dark original blue finish. GC original woodwork with all
over bruising and minor aged crack to the top wood. Complete with swivels and 6R magazine. VGWO&C ALR

104 - HOLLIS MARTINI RIFLE
British Military action sporting rifle. 25¼” most likely
577/450 cal barrel with 3 leaf and ladder rear sight. Marked
I Hollis & Sons, London, the action is border line engraved
and has tiger scene and makers mark, fitted with thumb decocker. Metalwork has a heavily cleaned white finish. The
original woodwork has a horn forend tip and checkering has
worn smooth. F-GWO&C
105 - PATTERN 1887 BAYONET
British Military Martini Henry P1887 MK4 sword bayonet.
46cm blade with W ↑ D E77 and Crown/VR/87 marks. GC
original grip with rounding of the checkering. Complete
with leather and steel scabbard. G-VGC

104
105

106 - MARTINI SOCKET BAYONET
Pattern 1876 triangular socket bayonet for the Martini Henry rifle, 44cm ordnance marked blade and thinning blue to
the socket section. Completed with leather and brass scabbard. VGC
107 - MARTINI SLING
Black leather original sling for the Martini Henry/Enfield
rifle, has both keepers but missing the leather tie. Nepalese
marked. VGC

91

108 - MARTINI OIL BOTTLE ETC
Original brass oil bottle for the Martini Henry Military rifle
plus two jags. VGC

97
98

109 - MARTINI HENRY AMMO
Six original foil cartridges for the British Military rifle, plus
one blank and a brass cartridge. FC ALR

98 - COMPARTMENT FLASK
A small unnamed copper and brass powder flask with compartment base, as found in cased pistols. Bottle shape with
twin swing open compartments. GC
99 - MEDICINE BOTTLE FLASK
Small un-named copper and brass medicine bottle shaped
powder flask as found in cased pistols. Simple top design,
12x4½cm. VGC

103 - KERR MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
A private purchase British Martini action single shot rifle.
32½” .577/450 cal barrel with bayonet lug, original sights
and Birmingham proof marks. The action is marked with
maker/retailer name JAMES KERR & CO 114 QUEEN
VICTORIA ST LONDON. The action has no trigger guard
swivel. Metalwork has dark original patina. VGC original
woodwork. GWO&C ALR

110 - MARTINI TOOL
Original four bladed armourers tool for the Martini Henry
rifle. GC
99

92

96

111 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL
Fine example of a West German Police issue pistol. 3¼”
.32ACP cal barrel, slide with original sights and marked
with Walther banner and Ulm address etc as well as Police
Eagles also on the frame. Metalwork is in superb condition
and retains near all original bright blue. ExC original black
plastic grips, includes extra magazine, original matching
number box and holster. Hard to find better!! ExWO&C
CLR

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

6
112 - POLICE PPK PISTOL
West German Police issue Walther pistol. 3¼” .32ACP cal
barrel, the slide with Banner and Ulm address etc as well as
Police Eagle which is also on the frame. Metalwork has near
all original blue but shows some holster wear towards the
muzzle. VGC original brown plastic grips and includes its
Police holster with extra magazine. ExWO&C CLR

112

113 - 100 YEAR PP PISTOL
100 year Anniversary Model Walther PP pistol. 3½” .32ACP
cal barrel, the slide with original sights is marked with banner logo and Ulm W Germany address. The otherside 100
Jahre Walther 1886 - 1986. Metalwork has near overall original blue finish with some minor handling scratches. ExC
original checkered wooden grips with lanyard ring at the
base. Includes original finger groove base magazine. VGEXWO&C CLR

123 - WWI TRENCH MAP
Rare original NZ Officers issued linen trench map. Entitled France Enemy Rear Organisation Edition 1a sheet 51A
1:40,000 and dated 24-9.1:. It has hand written adjustments
and dated for 23 through 26 October around the town of Les
Quesnoy. Marked with the initial C.J.F on the back. VGC
113

114 - WALTHER .22 PP PISTOL
Pre War .22lr cal variant of the Walther pistol. 3½” Barrel, the slide with banner logo and Zella Mehlis address
etc. Metalwork has most original blue with a 1½cm section
missing on the left hand side of the muzzle. ExC original
black bakelite grips and magazine. VGWO&C CLR

125 - THOMPSON ACCESSORIES
Assorted accessories for the US Thompson S.M.G’s. Including webbing parts bag, cleaning patches, two oil bottles,
two rods and brush, plus repro Kerr sling. VGC
126 - THOMPSON BARREL
Fluted barrel with Cutts compensator for the M1928 .45
SMG. VGC
127 - THOMPSON COVER AND TOOL
WWII canvas action cover and field tool for the Thompson
SMG. GC

116

116 - BERETTA M70 PISTOL
Italian semi auto pistol. 3½” .32ACP cal barrel, the slide
with fixed sights and Gardone address. Metalwork has near
all blue to the side and black finish to the alloy frame. VGC
original checkered wooden grips. ExWO&C CLR

128 - WWI SMLE SLING
Original dark brown leather sling for the WWI era Lee Enfield rifle. Two keepers with twin brass rivets. GC
129 - BANDOLIER AND PUTTIES
Five cell British NZ Military leather 303 cal bandolier, plus
a pair of leather putties with faint makers stamp. F-GC

118

117 - WINCHESTER ‘92 TRAPPER CARBINE
US lever action, circa 1906. 14” 44.40 cal round barrel with
full length magazine. The barrel has front sight just behind
the band and the rear is the second type adjustable carbine
sight. The two line address is just in front of the band and
caliber is marked on top behind the rear sight. Metalwork
has dark original patina turning grey and some bruising. The
tang is marked MODEL 1892 -WINCHESTER- etc and the
frame has saddle ring. The butt wood has shrunk around
the frame and the forend measures correct 7¾” length.
GWO&C ALR

130 - TWO OIL CANS
Two British/NZ Military most likely WWII era oil cans for
machine guns such as the Vickers. One oval the other half
round. GC
131 - NZ NAVAL FLAG
Large NZ Naval boat flag, measures approx. 3.6x1.5. Correct Naval white background. Some age staining. GC
119

118 - WINCHESTER 94 CARBINE
Vintage, circa 1956, lever action. 20” 30.30 cal barrel with
full length magazine and original sights missing front hood.
Metalwood has dark grey overall patina. GC woodwork
with original steel buttplate and swivels. G-VGWO&C ALR

117

119 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE
US lever action rifle, circa 1910. 20” 25-35WCF round barrel is a Winchester replacement and full mag with replacement sights and New Haven address. Tang marked MODEL
1894 -WINCHESTER- etc. Metalwork has most overall
re-blue. The forend and barrel band is a later replacement.
Includes 1 packet of S&B ammunition. GWO&C ALR

121 - WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE
US antique, 3rd Model, lever action rifle, circa 1892. 24”
38-40 cal round barrel with button magazine and original
sights. The address is faint and we can’t make out the caliber, it has also worn from the brass lifter. Metalwork has
grey metal patina turning bright in areas and dark on the
frame. VGC crescent shape butt stock. The forend has an
aged crack on the length of one side. GWO&C ALR

124 - WWI TRENCH MAP
Rare original NZ Officers trench map. Similar to the previous lot but entitiled France Edition 3b (local) sheet 57B
31.8.18 showing the area from Cambrai to Caudry. VGC

115

115 - ERMA BABY LUGER PISTOL
An unusual German Erma model KGP 68A semi automatic minature Luger pistol. 3½” .380ACP cal barrel with
fixed sights and Luger toggle actions. Metalwork has near
all original blued finish. ExC right hand faux wood plastic
grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

120 - WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1895, 3rd Model 1873 rifle. 24” Octagonal
32WCF cal barrel with button magazine, original sights and
New Haven address. The receiver marked -MODEL 1873-.
Metalwork has dark patina with scattered overall bruising
and pin pricking. GC woodwork with crescent butt plate
without trap. GWO&C ALR

122 - WINCHESTER ‘95 RIFLE
US Model 1895 lever action rifle, circa 1899. 22” .303 cal
barrel with faint address and caliber markings and original
sights. The receiver has US address and NZ Home Guard
marking. Metalwork is heavily stained with mottled patina
and pinpricking. Woodwork has been professionally replaced and is in nice condition. FWO&C ALR

121

132 - SWEDISH M45 S.M.G
Very rare and desirable Carl Gustaf submachine gun. This
model of gun became infamous during the Vietnam War
as it was used by the US Special forces and CIA. 8” 9mm
cal barrel with ventilated shroud, original sights and sling
swivel. The chamber is stamped with the Swedish Crown
and serial number. The Crown and inspection marks are
also on the left hand side in front of the magazine. Metalwork retains near all original olive green enamel finish. ExC
original wooden grips and steel folding stock with rubber
top section. Includes its original 36R magazine. ExWO&C
C&P7LR
Estimate $5,000 - $7,000
133 - STERLING MK7 PISTOL
Extremely rare British Sterling MK7A machine pistol. 4”
9mm cal barrel with British proofs and ventilated shroud
and original sights. The magazine well is marked STERLING PISTOL 9M/M MK7 and extremely low serial number ‘16’. This is the open bolt select fire model with 3 postiton selector. Metalwork has all original crackle black finish.
ExC original grips and correct 10R magazine as these were
designed for tank and covert use. ExWO&C CLR

120

122

134 - G1 RIFLE
West German Military rifle. 18” barrel with original flash
hider & sights. Receiver has 3 position selector, marked
Gew Kal 7.62MM F.N. etc & Herstal address. Metalwork
has most overall original Military black enamel finish. VGC
original wooden furniture with steel bipod forend. Complete
with sling & magazine. ExWO&C C&P7LR

7
135 - G3 RIFLE
Portugese Military and manufactured under license from
Hechler & Koch G3 rifle. 18” 7.62 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver with 3 position selector and marked
G3 FMP with 1969 date. Metalwork has near all original
parkerised finish. ExC original green synthetic furniture.
Includes sling and four magazines, plus pouch and cleaning
kit. ExWO&C C&P7LR

slide. ExC original wood Colt logo grips and correct original magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
147 - COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Colt 2nd Generation, circa 1960’s,1851 1st Model Navy
percussion revolver. 7½” .36 cal octagonal barrel marked
- ADDRESS SAM L COLT NEW YORK CITY. Squareback early type triggerguard and metalwork has all original
bright blue finish to the barrel and Naval scene cylinder. The
frame and loader have all case colour hardening finishes and
the straps retain all plating. ExC deluxe walnut grip. These
2nd Generation guns are increasingly collectable, in as new
ExWO&C B/CLR

136 - G1 MAGAZINES
Two 20R magazines for the G1 or FNFAL rifles in German
marked and dated black leather pouch. GC P7LR
137 - G1 MAGAZINES
Same as previous lot. GC P7LR
138 - G3 SCOPE AND MOUNT
Military quick release claw mount for the H&K G3 rifle
with Schmidt & Bender, 4x25 optic. VGC

141
135

139 - L1A1 RIFLE
Ex NZ Military ‘SLR’. 24” .308 cal barrel with original
flash hider, bayonet lug and sights. The receiver is marked
with AD61 (Lithgow 1961) prefix as well as RIFLE 7.62MM
L1A1. Metalwork with near all parkerised finish. VGC early
type wooden furniture and carry handle. Includes its 20R
magazine. ExWO&C P6&P7LR
140 - POLISH RPD
Cold War era Polish made variant of the Soviet light machine gun. 20” 7x39 cal barrel with original sights and bipod
and is marked with English proofs. The feed cover has the
Radom II arsenal mark and 1959 date. Metalwork is in ExC
retaining near all original blue. ExC woodwork without significant scratches. Includes two belt drums and link (comes
with dummy rounds). ExWO&C CLR

150

149

148

151 - SPANISH 1895 CARBINE
Spanish Military Mauser carbine. 18” Barrel converted to
7.62mm Nato by the Spanish Military. The receiver with
crest dated 1902. Metalwork with most blue and some
staining. VGC woodwork with lanyard and swivel rings.
VGWO&C ALR
153

142 - L1A1 BAYONET
British issue “SLR” bayonet with scabbard and frog. ExC

151
152

144 - COLT PYTHON REVOLVER
Very desirable, circa 1995, Colt double action revolver. 6”
.357 cal barrel with adjustable sights and Colt address and
Python logo etc. Metalwork retains overall bright original
Colt royal blue. The grips are aftermarket Pachmayr brand
rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
145 - COLT DIAMOND BACK REVOLVER
Vintage US double action target revolver, circa 1977-78. 6”
.22lr cal barrel with original adjustable sights, Colt address
and DIAMOND BACK .22 Long rifle markings. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue. The grips are an aftermarket Pachmayr brand replacement. Hard to find better!
ExWO&C B/CLR
146 - COLT ACE PISTOL
Desirable .22lr version of the Colt 1911 pistol, circa 1980.
4¾” .22lr cal barrel, the slide with original sights and
marked COLT SERVICE MODEL ACE .22 and rampant
horse. Metalwork retains near all original bright and matte
blue finishes with a very tiny area of loss at the front of the

149 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British Military Lee Enfeild rifle. 30” 303 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. Bolt with dust cover and
without number. The wrist with lobbing sight marked
Crown/VR L.E I*. Metalwork has most original blue thinning around the rear sight. VGC original woodwork with
lobbing sight and swivels. VG-ExWO&C ALR
150 - US M17 RIFLE
US WWI issue Enfield rifle. 26” 30.06 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber stamped US Model of
1917 Eddystone and the side rail with flaming bomb. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC original woodwork
complete with swivels. VG-ExWO&C ALR

141 - CZECH UK69 M.G
Czech Universal light machine gun. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original flash hider sights and folding bipod. The
receiver with arsenal markings CZO and 1961 date and
serial number (matching on trigger group and butt stock).
Metalwork has near all arsenal grey enamel type finish.
VGC wooden stock and grip with some chipping to the lacquer. Includes its original belt hopper link and ammo can.
ExWO&C CLR

143 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE
US made by Auto Ordnance West Hurley 50R drum magazine for the Thompson S.M.G’S, circa late 80’s. These are
considered the best of the ‘modern’ magazine reportedly
built from the original tooling and blue prints. Marked with
Auto Ordnance, New York address and loading instructions
as well as Thompson logo. Retains near all original finish.
ExWO&C P7LR

148 - SMLE MKI*** RIFLE
Scarce early WWI British Military modification of the MKI
rifle for MKVII ammunition. 25” .303 cal barrel, sights and
bayonet lug, original sights with U notch and fine adjusting rear sight and volley sights also on the stock. The bolt
with charger guide and the wrist with ordnance marks, plus
Crown/ER LSA Co Ltd 1905 SHT LE I ***, bolt and receiver are matching and metalwork retains most original finish. VGC original woodwork complete with original leather
sling and magazine. VG-ExWO&C ALR

154

145

147

152 - NAGANT 1891 RIFLE
Pre WWI 1891 Dragon rifle that has been captured and refurbished by the Finnish Military. 30½” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with original sights and counter bore chamber with early
Imperial Tula arsenal marking and SA markings as well
as Austrian WWI capture marks. VGC Finnish stock with
swivels and rod. VGWO&C ALR
153 - NAGANT 1891/30 RIFLE
WWII Era Russian Rifle. 28½” 7.62x54R cal barrel with
orignal sights and counter bored chamber with 1938 date
and Tula arsenal marking and Finnish capture/re-issue mark
and date. The bolt is Hungarian. Metalwork has near all arsenal blue. VGC Finnish stock with sling and cleaning rod.
VGWO&C ALR
154 - WEBLEY ‘M’ FLARE PISTOL
British WWII Model M Flare pistol. Marked MODEL ‘M’
1½” SIGNAL PISTOL WEBLEY & SCOTT Ltd BIRMINGHAM and proof marks. Near all black finish, ExC
MK6 Webley type Military grips. ExWO&C NLR
155 - US WWII HELMET
US Paratrooper WWII M2 Helmet with late to post war T1
chin strap clamp and release, has correct non swivel links.
Rigger modified liner and has web chin cup. Missing sweatband and nape strap. VGC
156 - M43 ENTRENCHING TOOL
US WWII folding entrenching tool. Blade marked AMES
1945, cover is 1st Model and is marked GEID 43. VGC

8
157 - M35 HELMET
German WWII M1935 steel helmet. The twin Army decals
are replacments, most paint, has liner, no strap. GC

168 - SIMSON DRILLING
Vintage German drilling. 26” 12g barrels with full choke
over a 30.30 rifle barrel. The central rib has matted design
and marked SIMSON & CO SUHL WAFFENFABRIKEN
etc and has auto flip up rear sight and quick release claw
mounts with a vintage Kahles 4 power Hella Super telescopic sight. The action is in the white and has simple borderline
engraving. The barrels retain near all blue. Walnut stock
with side safety and cheek piece. Also includes its leather
optic case. VGWO&C ALR

161

158 - M40 HELMET
German WWII M1940 steel helmet. Refinished with SS decal and National flag, plus wire camo holder and re-paint.
Includes liner and strap. GC
159 - WWII SAW
British Military folding ‘chainsaw’. In its original leather
pouch with 43 date. VGC
160 - WALTHER TPH PISTOL
German semi automatic pocket pistol, circa 1970. 2¾” .22lr
cal barrel, slide with fixed sight Walther Ulm address banner
and Model TPH etc and German proof marks. Metalwork
retains near all original blue finish. ExC original grips. Contained in its original wood grain cardboard box with instructions, test target and cleaning rod. ExWO&C CLR

162

163

169 - FN SIDELOCK SHOTGUN
A very high quality Belgian FN side by side game shotgun.
circa 1960’s. 30” 12g full choke blued chopper lump barrels
with ‘Purdey Nose’ lock up and split ejectors are marked
with FN Herstal address. The sidelock action has Holland &
Holland type safety sears and is borderline engraved. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC honey coloured with
black streak walnut stock with rubber butt pad. Contained in
its period leather bound case. A desirable shotgun for the FN
collector. ExWO&C ALR

165

170 - SS PLAQUE
Rare WWII marble plaque commemorating Hitlers Birthday
in 1939. Features a 16x8½cm open wing eagle with Swastika in silver. The eagle is very finely detailed and in a similar style as seen on gourgettes. Below that there is a plaque
riveted/pinned to the black marble, inscribed: Das Offizier
Korps der leibstandarle SS Adolf Hitler am Geburtstag des
Fuhrers 20.4.39. This unit was Hitlers personal bodyguard.
Provenance: Vendor purchased from British MP stationed
in Germany at the end of the war 45 years ago, 23x18cm.
ExC

164

161 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
Second model vintage pocket/vest pistol. 2”.25 acp cal barrel, the slide with integral sights is marked FABRIQUE NATIONALE. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue
finish. ExC original plastic grips marked BROWNING.
ExWO&C CLR
162 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
Vintage FN vest/pocket pistol. 2” .25ACP cal barrel, slide
with integral sights and FN Hertstal address. Metalwork has
near all original bright blue with a couple of minor speckle stains by the address. ExC original hard rubber grips.
ExWO&C CLR
163 - SAUER 1913 PISTOL
Vintage German, circa 1920’s, vest pistol, circa 1920’s. 2
½” .25ACP cal barrel, the rounded slide marked JP SAUER
& SOHN SUHL & caliber 6.35 etc. Metalwork has most
original blue and fire blue to the safety. Some loss to the
right hand side. GC original S&S logo grips with some minor scuffing. VGWO&C CLR

171 - GERMAN BADGES
Army , Waffen SS special grade of the general assault badge
1943 grade III for 50 engagements. Silver plated and riveted. Plus a Viking 5th Panzer SS division Silver longship medalion on chain plus 3 coins , one silver and two alloy VGC

170

167

164 - BERETTA 21A PISTOL
US made Beretta semi auto pocket pistol. 2½” .22lr cal flip
up barrel, slide with Beretta USA address. Metalwork has
near all original blue. VG-ExC original wooden grips. Includes original box and two extra magazines. ExWO&C
CLR

168

173 - ENGRAVED K98 BAYONET
Original WWII K98 bayonet with post war etched SS Motifs on the blade and pommel marked Leibstandarte Adolf
Hitler SS and Meine Ehre heist Treue. Wooden grip variant
complete with blued scabbard and leather frog.

165 - BERETTA 950B PISTOL
Brazilian manufactured for the Italian Beretta company semi
auto pocket pistol. 2⅝” .25ACP cal flip up barrel, slide with
Beretta 950B etc markings. Metalwork has near all original
blue. ExC original plastic logo grips. ExWO&C CLR

174 - COLT POCKET REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1862, Colt percussion revolver. 6” .31 cal
octagonal barrel marked -ADDRESS SAM L COLT HARTFORD CT.- The frame and cylinder are marked COLTS
PATENT. Metalwork has turned an all over grey patina but
is otherwise in excellent condition, the edges and markings
are all very sharp and the cylinder retains nearly all of its
stage coach scene. The brass trigger guard and straps retain
most of its original nickel finish. The original screws are in
ExC and retain near all bright blue. All serial numbers are
matching and the original grips are in superb condition. The
action is extrmely strong and crisp. ExWO&C NLR

166 - CHAPUIS DOUBLE RIFLE
Current model high quality French model X4 double rifle.
21½” .30.06 caliber barrels with point of impact adjustment/regulation system. Fixed sights between the rib and
factory swing off mount system. The mount is fitted with
Swarovski 1.5-6x42 steel tube telescopic sight. The boxlock
single trigger action is fully foliate engraved and with a stag
on the underside. ExC deluxe walnut stock with rubber butt
pad. Contained in original case with paperwork and test
target. This gun has only been test fired and is in as NEW
ExWO&C ALR Estimated $7000 - $8000
167 - DEMAS DOUBLE RIFLE
French, circa 1970’s, Demas Azur XA double rifle. 21½”
8x57 IRS (Mauser) rimmed barrels with fixed sights and
swing off mount with Zeiss ZF 6x42 scope. Boxlock single trigger action with foliate engraving in the white while
the barrels retain near all blue finish. The walnut stock has
been professionaly repaired/replaced and has reinforcement panels in the wrist section and rub butt pad and swivels. Includes aftermarket case and sling and ammunition.
VGWO&C ALR

172 - GERMAN RED CROSS DAGGER
WWII Nazi era Red Cross Subordinate Hewer (DRK). 26
½ cm blade with blunt tip and saw back marked GES GESCHUTZT at the base and the blade has near all polished
finish. The guard with leather washer and logo on the front
as well as near all finish. Correct checkered grip on the front
and smooth on the rear which has an aged crack but complete. Includes its scabbard with near all finish. VGC

169
172

175

173

175 - REMINGTON NEW ARMY REVOLVER
Antique Civil War era, circa 1860’s, US percussion revolver. 8” Octagonal .44 cal barrel marked with New Model
Army patent, address information and serial number which
is hard to make out. Metalwork has all over grey patina with
some staining . VGC original oil stained walnut grips. GVGWO&C NLR

Due to NZ Banking changes, unfortunately we will no
longer be able to accept cheques.
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176 - COLT REVOLVING RIFLE MOLD
Rare bullet mold for the Colt 1856 side hammer Roots revolving rifle. The Spur Cutter is stamped COLTS PATENT
and one side of the mold is stamped .56 and the other is
12. The cavities measure .22 cal/12 bore and are for round
and conical bullets. Dark overall patina. VGC wooden grips
with brass ferrels. VGC
177 - COLT POCKET FLASK
Original powder flask for the Colt 1849 pocket percussion
revolver. Marked COLTS PATENT with eagle design on
both sides, the top held on by 3 screws and is without a
makers mark and is missing the spring, the body is without
dents and the seams are good. One side has a circular area
that has less oxidisation when a sticker has been but will
patina over time. VGC

178

186 - M44 CARBINE
Soviet WWII Mosin Nagant carbine. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights and folding bayonet chamber with
Izhavesh arsenal marks and 44 date and the side rail has US
importers mark. Metalwork has near all arsenal blue. VGC
laminate stock with webbing sling. VGWO&C ALR

176

178 - ANTIQUE HANDCUFFS
A pair of antique Hiatt brand nickel plate handcuffs. Connected by center chain and are a non adjustable type with
twin. One key is marked 15 HIATT and the other 66 and
the cuff itself is marked HIATT BEST WARRANTED
WROUGHT. Great Western display piece. VGWO&C
179 - ANTIQUE ‘COME ALONG’ AND CUFFER
Antique cast iron restraint ‘come along’ also known as a nipper and used for moving and restraining prisoners, marked
HIATT, with centre chain. One of the cuffs is stamped 78 as
is the key. One side will not open otherwise VGC, plus a non
chained antique pair of hinged handcuffs missing the key,
most likely HIATT. VGC

188 - CARCANO M38 CARBINE
WWII Era Italian Military Mannlicher Carcano carbine.
17.7” 6.5mm cal barrel with original sights and folding
bayonet chamber dated 194? and Gardone address. Metalwork with most overall original blue. GC woodwork with
handling marks. G-VGWO&C ALR

182

186

180 - ANTIQUE HAND CUFFS
Pair of unnamed adjustable handcuffs with centre chain.
One of the cuffs is stamped 78, as is the key. One side will
not open otherwise GC.

182 - FLINTLOCK CAVALRY CARBINE
British Military Flintlock saddle ring cavalry carbine,
circa 1835. 21¾” .65cal round steel barrel with ordnance
marks and swivel ramrod. The lock has reinforced cock and
½ safety is borderline engraved and marked W Crown R
TOWER 1835, for King William the 4th. The lock has a
brass backing plate and steel saddle bar and ring. Metalwork
has aged patina, the stock has an old most likely Military repair through the wrist and faint band of ordnance cartouche
and the brass butt plate has a unit marking. GWO&C NLR

188

190

B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue

189 - VZ 33 RIFLE
Czech Mauser M16/33 bolt action Military rifle. 19½” 8mm
cal barrel with bayonet lug and original adjustable sights.
The chamber with the National Crest and the rail is marked
Zbrojovka etc VZ33. The bolt is a Nazi era G33/40 bolt with
Army acceptance eagle stamp and correct hollow turned
down handle. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC
original woodwork with swivels and stock disc. ExWO&C
ALR
190 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE
Spanish Military model 1943 short rilfe. 24” 7.92x57 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber is
LA CORUNA 1949 Crest and caliber and post war German
marking. Bolt action and stock are matching. Metalwork
with near all blue and white metal parts are in VGC, ExC
original woodwork with twin swivels on the front band and
butt stock. Complete with rod. ExWO&C ALR

187

189

183 - LIGHT DRAGOON PISTOL
Antique British Military, circa late 1700’s Flinlock pistol.
9” .65 cal steel barrel with Crown GR and Ordnance marks.
The lock plate is borderline engraved and marked TOWER
and Crown GR Royal Cypher. The cock is reinforced type
and metalwork is in good condition with original white metal finish. Full wood stock with bras furniture with number 3
rack number on the butt. Replacement ram rod. ExWO&C
NLR
184 - NEW LAND PATERN PISTOL
A very nice example of a British Military Officers private
purchase antique Flintlock pistol, circa 1800. 9” .69 cal
round steel barrel with captive ramrod and Birmingham
proof marks. The lock plate is borderline engraved and
marked WILSON & CO and has reinforced cock. ExC full
wood stock with brass furniture. ExWO&C NLR

187 - CARCANO RIFLE
Italian WWII Mannlicher Carcano M38 rifle. 21” 6.5 cal
barrel with original fixed sights and caliber marking. The
chamber is dated 1940 and RE TERNI arsenal mark. Metalwork has all over blue. GC woodwork with ordnance cartouche behind the rear swivel. VGWO&C ALR

185

181 - BRITISH MILITARY MUSKETOON
British Naval, circa late 1700’s, Flintlock Musketoon/Blunderbuss. The 16” octagonal to round brass barrel with flared
muzzle and approximatley 1¼” bore is marked with London
and Military proofs. The lock plate has simple borderline
engraving and is marked TOWER & CROWN/GR and
ordnance mark. VGC original wooden stock with engraved
brass mounts extending into a pineapple finial in front of the
triggerguard, has small aged repair toward the muzzle, complete with its original brass tipped ramrod. Action is strong
and crisp. ExWO&C NLR Estimate $5,000 - $7,000

185 - TYPE 38 CARBINE
Japanese WWII Arisaka bolt action carbine. 19” 6.5 cal barrel with original sights and correct carbine rear sight. The
receiver with Kanji over the chamber and Kokura arsenal
mark and has the dust cover. Metalwork with dark original
blue turning to patina and white metal bolt handle with some
staining. The woodwork replacement and complete with
original swivels. GWO&C ALR

191 - MP5SD SMG
Turkish MKE built under license from H&K MP5 silenced
submachine gun. 13¼” 9mm fully supressed barrel marked
with caliber. The receiver with original hooded foresight
and diopter rear and marked MKE MTS A3 etc. Polymer 4
position trigger group with pictogram markings. Metalwork
with all over original finish. Sliding steel stock and rubberised forend complete with 30R magazine, box and manual,
in as NEW ExWO&C C&P7LR
Estimate $6,000 - $7,000
192 - H&K MP5 SMG
Heckler & Koch MP5 A3 submachine gun. 8” 9mm barrel
with 3 lug flash hider. Receiver with hooded foresight and
diopter rear sight and is marked HK MP5 and AB prefix/date
code for 2001. The magazine well is marked Cal 9mmx19
and has polymer 3 position trigger group marked U J R. No
proof marks on the receiver or barrel but the bolt has German proof mark. Metalwork has near all matte black finish.
ExC sliding stock, polymer forend and grip, complete with
30R magazine. ExWO&C C&P7LR
Estimate $5,000 - $6,000
193 - STERLING SLING
Original British Military marked. Olive webbing and brass
sling. In as issued ExC.

192

194 - STEN SLING
Original WWII 43 dated and broad arrow marked webbing
sling for the Sten Gun. ExC
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195 - SPECTRA MAGAZINE LOADER
Original magazine loader for the Italian Sites Spectre SMG.

original black leather hardshell holster with 1936 date and
Berlin makers mark plus Luftwaffe acceptance eagle with
stripping tool and extra magazine with blued body and 122
eagle mark. VG-ExWO&C B/C Estimate $6,000 - $8,000

196 - AUSTEN MAG LOADER
Original Australian magazine loader for the SMG marked
‘AUSTEN’ 9MM MAGAZINE FILLER DC. VGC
197 - STEN GRIP
Rear steel pistol grip for the British Sten SMG. ↑ marked,
blued finish. VGC

208

198 - GERMAN SMG BOOK
German Submachine Guns 1918-43 by Guillou. Covering
all the famous models through to the MP44 with great colour photos. Hard cover, large format with 80 pages. NEW
199 - GERMAN MG BOOK
The MG34 & MG42 Machine Guns in WWII by Guillou &
Duport. Hard cover, large format, 80 pages with excellent
colour photos and period black & white. NEW
200 - MAUSER RIFLE BOOK
Mauser Rifles Vol 1 1870-1918 by Guillou. Hard cover,
large format, 80 pages with great colour photos. NEW
201 - H&K USP PISTOL
German manufactured semi auto pistol. 4¼” .45acp cal
barrel, the stainless steel slide with original fixed sights.
Polymer frame with de-cocker/safety. Includes original box,
manual and two extra magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR
202 - COLT DOUBLE EAGLE PISTOLS
Scarce compact Officers model variant of the US series 90
double action pistol. 3½” .45ACP cal barrel, side with original fixed sights and Colt markings etc. Stainless metalwork
with only a few handling marks. ExC original plastic grips
and includes original box. A seldom seen collectors pistol.
ExWO&C CLR

209 - 1906 BRAZILIAN LUGER PISTOL
Rare, circa 1907, Brazilian Military contract Luger pistol.
4¾” .30 Luger cal barrel the chamber is without markings. The side is marked with circle B proof and the toggle
DWM, logo with traces of the original white finish. Frame
is 1906 type with grip safety. Metalwork has all over blue
and traces of straw colours. VGC original grips and correct
unnumbered magazine. Includes its original black leather
holster with DWM oil bottle cleaning rod and stripping tool.
Only 5000 of this model were made and this is believed to
be the only one in NZ, from the Murray Willis collection.
VGWO&C CLR Estimate $5,000 - $8,000

209

201

203 - BERETTA 92FS PISTOL
American manufactured semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal stainless steel barrel and action with fixed sights on the slide.
Metalwork without significant scratches or marks. Original rubber grips and includes four 15R magazines. VGExWO&C B/CLR
204 - CANIK SHARK PISTOL
Turkish semi auto pistol based on the CZ 75/85. 4¼” 9mm
ported barrel, the slide is with fixed sights and twin compensator cuts. The frame with tac rail is marked SHARK-FC
and is double and single action. Metalwork has all its matte
machine grey finish. Includes two high capacity magazines
with plus two bases (accepts CZ magazines), box and manual in unfired new ExWO&C B/CLR
205 - ZIGANA SPORT PISTOL
Turkish Tisas brand semi auto pistol. 4.9” 9mm cal ported
barrel. The slide is also compensated and has adjustable
rear sight and de-cocker safety. Stainless metalwork has all
original finish and the frame has tactical rail. Original black
plastic grips. Includes two high capacity magazines, original
box and paperwork. In unfired new ExWO&C B/CLR
206 - CZ 75 PISTOL
Czech semi auto pistol, circa 1985. 4½” 9mm cal barrel,
slide with fixed sights and 22 markings. Metalwork has
most enamel black original finish with some scratching. GC
original grips. GWO&C B/CLR
207 - KRIEGHOFF LUGER PISTOL
Rare German Luftwaffe issue WWII PO8 pistol. 4” 9mm cal
barrel with original sights, serial number and Luftwaffe inspection mark. The chamber is dated 1936 and also has correct Luftwaffe acceptance marks. The toggle has the Krieghoff Anchor. Metalwork has most overall original salt blue
with some holster wear to the high points and barrel. The
small parts have most original straw colour. ExC original
brown checkered bakelite grips. All visible numbers except
magazine are matching, the magazine is plated type with
faint Luftwaffe eagle on the base. Also includes its correct

208 - PRE WWI LUGER
German Military 1st Model 1908/P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal
barrel with original sights and serial number. The chamber is dated 1913 and with Imperial acceptance and proof
marks. The toggle is marked DWM. Metalwork has near
all original rust blue, straw colours are still evident on the
small parts. All visible serial numbers are matching except
the magazine which is the correct type. ExC original walnut
grips. The gun is fitted with a rare original leather lanyard.
ExWO&C CLR

202

204

205

211

210 - SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL
German, circa 1930’s, Mauser 712 machine pistol. 5¼”
9mm cal barrel with original sight marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N and Crown/U proof mark
(also on the cocking handle). The frame is marked with
Mauser address on the right hand side and the left has the
banner logo as well as Chinese characters signifying that the
gun is German manufature. It has the Westinger type selector. The metalwork is in ExC retaining nearly all original
bright blue finish with only the slightest holster wear to the
underside at the barrel. ExC original walnut grips with fire
blued screws and correct lanyard ring. ExC original holster/
shoulder stock with banner logo and leather lanyard loop,
includes its original 10R magazine, plus the scarce original
20R magazine. A superb example for the discerning collector and one of the finest examples we have encountered.
ExWO&C C&P7LR Estimate $10,000 - $12,000
211 - BOLO MAUSER PISTOL
Suberp collectors example of the ‘Bolo’ version of the
Mauser C96 ‘Broomhandle’ pistol, circa 1921. 3.9” 7.63
cal barrel with original sights. The chamber with Waffenfabrik Mauser Obendorf address and Crown/U proof, also
on the cocking piece. The frame is marked with address on
the right hand side and has the late second type safety. Metalwork retains near all original blue and bright fire blue to
the small parts. ExC original walnut grips with correct lanyard ring. Includes its very rare correct bolo shoulder stock/
holster. The gun is all matching numbers except the stock
which are seldom encountered. One of the finest examples
of this model we have had for sale. ExWO&C CLR
Estimate $6,000 - $8,000
212 - MAUSER 1930 PISTOL
A superb example of the 1930 variant of the ‘Broom handle’ Mauser pistol. 5½” 7.63 cal stepped barrel. Chamber
is marked Waffenfabrik Mauser Obendorf A/N as well as
Crown/U proof (also on the cocking piece). The original
rear sight is graduated to 1000 yards and the safety is the
Universal Safety lock type. The frame is marked with the
Mauser banner logo and Obendorf address. Metalwork is in
ExC retaining nearly all its original bright blue, while showing slight holster wear on the underside of the barrel, slide
rails and some slight bubbling at the edge of the grips which
are the correct 12 groove type and in ExC. Also includes its
original shoulder stock and leather sock. The stock is without number but is marked with the banner logo and has a
4” crack on the underside (concealed by the leather work)
which would benefit from an expert repair. The leatherwork
complete with rod & strap has Waffenfabrick Schork Munnich logo. ExWO&C B/CLR Estimate $5,000 - $7,000
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213 - WELROD PISTOL
An extremely rare WWII British Welrod MKIIA .32AUTO
pistol. The Welrod pistol was developed by the S.O.E as a
silenced pistol for assination purposes by covert opperators
and civilian resistance fighters and saw use in Norway and
Denmark. The pistol was designed to not resemble a firearm
when the magazine/grip section was removed which earned
it the nick name of the ‘Bicycle Pump’. The gun has an overall length of just over 12” (31cm) and uses a manually operated bolt action system with a series of baffles and replaceable rubber wipes to make one of the quietest pistols made.
The magazine is from a Colt 32 hammerless pistol with an
Ebonite grip to form the handle and uses a grip safety. The
gun retains near all its correct parkerised finish and traces of
the luminous paint to the sights. The gun is correctly marked
with 5 pointed star and square as well as four digit number
also located on the rear of the bolt. The magazine is also correctly serial numbered in electric pencil and is 13 numbers
different, which we suspect would be very likely with this
type of pistol and the history of their use. This is a unique
opportunity for the advanced WWII collector to purchase
one of the rarest and most interesting firearms of the war.
VGWO&C CLR Estimate $15,000 - $20,000
214 - LEWIS GUN
An extremely rear and desirable British Military WWI era
Model 1914 Lewis Gun. .303 cal barrel with ribbed and
finned cooling shroud. The top of the receiver is marked
LEWIS AUTO GUN 1914 pat. as well as ↑ and ordnance
mark. Also marked Manufactured by The Birmingham
Small Arms CO LTD for Armes Automatiques Lewis Belgium. The rear sight is graduated to 1900 yards and marked
303 MKVII. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish
thinning on the wing section of the receiver in places. The
shroud has original Military green paint finish and is fitted
with original AA sight, bipod and carry handle with brass
chains. GC wooden stock and grip with disc, oil bottle and
swivel. The gun has been DP marked on most small parts
but is in full operational excellent condition. It also includes
the following accessories: six pan magazines, two original
steel magazine box carriers, cleaning rod and original twin
web braces pouch, two olive green South African manufactured WWII magazine carriers, and straps plus L marked
WWII equipment pouch with reamer, spanner, cleaning
plug, MKII oil can, loading tool and also includes a good
quality reproduction WWI carrier, sling and spares bag. A
unique opportunity for the advanced collector as to get a
complete package with thousands of dollars worth of accessories. ExWO&C C&P7LR Estimate $30,000 - $35,000

220 - BIPOD
Buffalo river brand detachable bipod sitting model 15-23”,
appears unused in original box, plus a sling.
221 - TWO FUZE CANS
Two 1960’s British Military MKI copper wash fuze cans.
GC
222 - HOWA MAGAZINE ETC
Bag lot containing HowA 1500. Conversion floor plate to
drop in magazine, plus a 5R magazine both short action 223
cal. Also includes a limbsaver QD rubber and web sling.
ExC

213

223 - CAN LAUNCHER
Webley & Scott .22 blank cal target launcher. GC ALR
224 - GERMAN LETTERS
Approximatley 15 German WWII era original soldiers letters. Some English translation included. GC
225 - RUSSIAN MANUALS ETC
Assorted Soviet propoganda and manuals, circa WWII. One
on German and Russian grenades and another also in Russian depicting a Soviet Soldier captured by the German and
US War department pamphlet on the Red Army. GC
226 - RUSSIAN & EAST GERMAN BOOTS
A pair of WWII Russian Officers black leather boots, plus a
similar pair of East German boots. GC
230

228 - RUSSIAN RAINCOAT AND SNOW SMOCK
WWII Soviet Union canvas hooded rain overcoat in light
grey/green colour, plus a two piece white snow smock. GC

214

229 - RUSSIAN MILITARIA
Box lot containing most likely Cold War era Soviet helmet with red strap and liner. Blue/grey Ushanka cap with
tank badge, water bottle belt and buckle leather and canvas
equipment and grenade pouches with cleaning kit and two
nagant slings. GC
230 - TWO .22 RIFLES
Two single shot American bolt action rifles. Remington Target Master model 510. Grey patina, VGC woodwork, plus a
Mossberg & Sons model 25A. Grey patina with peep sights,
ExC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

****20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK****
231

215 - SIX GUN ANNUALS
1959 Gun Digest, First 10 Year Gun Digest Treasury, 3 Editions of Famous Guns, plus Antique Guns. All soft cover.
FC
216 - FOUR GUN BOOKS
Bag lot containing four 1960’s vintage books on collecting
antique guns, all hard cover. GC

227 - WATER BOTTLE AND BELTS
Russian WWII era waterbottle and cotton carrier, plus two
leather belts, one dated 1940. GC

231 - TWO .22 RIFLES
Two US single shot bolt action rifles. Winchester model
67. Most overall original blue and ExC woodwork, plus
a Mossberg Model 10 with British Military marks ↑ SPS
and sold out of service. Most thinning blue. GC woodwork.
Ex&VGWO&C ALR
232 - TWO 22 RIFLES
US Stevens Favourite Model 1915 falling block single shot
rifle. 24” .22lr round barrel with sights and makers marks.
Metalwork has grey patina with some pin pricking and traces of blue. GC woodwork. Plus a Remington Rolling block
single shot rifle with 22½” octagonal barrel that has been
sleeved to 17 Mach II caliber. Thin blue and VGC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

233

217 - TWO PRICE GUIDE BOOKS
35th Blue Book of Values, unopened original packaging,
plus 2009 Standard Catalogue of Firearms, both soft cover.
ExC & GC
218 - MG LINK
120 7.62x51 cal disintergrating link in original 20R packets.
Ideal for display. ExC

233 - MARLIN PAPOOSE RIFLE
US semi auto .22lr take down rifle. 15½” barrel with original sights. Stainless metalwork is in GC with some handling
marks also on the synthetic stock. Missing magazine but accepts current Marlin magazines 7 or 10 shot. GWO&C ALR

219 - TWO PISTOL HOLSTERS
Two Bianchi UM84/92 olive drab universal pistol holsters
for medium size 4” barrel autos. As used by US Military.
ExC

234 - WINCHESTER M77 RIFLE
US Semi automatic .22lr rifle. 21” barrel with tube magazine modified to 8R. Most overall blue, GC woodwork with
some handling marks. VGWO&C ALR

232
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254 - SPRINGFIELD 1911A1 PISTOL
5” .45ACP cal barrel, slide with adjustable sights. Gun is
fitted with extended release and beaver tail as well as aftermarket hammer, trigger and mag release. Most matte blue
pachmayr grips and four magazines. GWO&C B/CLR

235 - GECO BRAND AMMO
100R of 95g FMJ in original packets. GC ALR
236 - 32 AUTO AMMO
150R of S&B brand 7.65/32 AUTO 73GR FMJ ammo in
original packets. ExC

255 - NORINCO NP44 PISTOL
Double stack magazine variant of the 1911 type pistol. 5”
.45acp cal barrel, slide with fixed sights, the frame has extended slide release, safety and beaver tail. Metalwork has
near all original blue. ExC plastic grips. Includes box and
extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

250

237 - 25 AUTO AMMO
200R of S&B brand .25acp/6.35 50GR FMJ ammo in original packets. ExC ALR
238 - 9MM MAKAROV AMMO
100R of S&B brand 95G FMJ ammo for the Makarov pistol
in original packets, NEW ALR

256 - DILLON RELOADING PRESS
Dillon square deal ‘B’ model reloading press, set up for
.45acp caliber. GWO&C

239 - 9MM MAKAROV AMMO
Same as previous lot. NEW ALR

251

240 - 45 LONG COLT AMMO
72R of Winchester 45 Colt revolver/rifle 255GR lead ammo
in original packets. ExC ALR
241 - 45 LONG COLT AMMO
100R of S&B brand 230G JHP ammo in original packets.
ExC ALR

257 - .22 WRF AMMO
250R brick of scarce Winchester .22WRF ammo, circa
1986. ALR
258 - .22WRF AMMO
Same as previous lot. ALR

252

259 - .22WRF AMMO
Same as previous lot. ALR

242 - 38 SPECIAL AMMO
150R of S&B brand 148GR Wadcutter ammo in original
packets, NEW ALR

260 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
Approximatley 315R of Yugoslavian 1978 vintage good
quality non corrosive surplus7.92x57 cal ammo in original
packets. ExC

243 - 38 SPECIAL AMMO
100R of S&B Wild West brand 158GR lead ammo in original packets. ALR

261 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
Approximatley 720R of Yugoslavian 1950’s vintage 7.92x57
ammo in charger clips for the Mauser rifle. GC ALR

244 - 38 SPECIAL
Same as previous lot. ALR

270

245 - 45ACP AMMO
500R of Russian Barnaul steel case FMJ ammo in original
packets. ExC ALR
246 - .455 WEBLEY AMMO
Two packets (100R) of FIOCCHI brand 262 grain lead
round nose ammo for the Webley revolver. ExC ALR

263 - 6.5 CARCANO AMMO
14R of Hornady ammo, plus 12R of Italian WWII Military
in chargers. F-GC ALR

253

264 - 8X56R AMMO
50R of 8x56 rimmed WWII Nazi marked ammo in original
packets for the Steyr M95 rifle. VGC ALR

247 - 9X18 ULTRA AMMO
Fiocchi 50R packet of 9x18 Police/Ultra ammo for the PP
super/SIG P30 or similar. ExC

265 - 7.5X55 AMMO
100R of S&B brand 7.5x55 Swiss 174g FMJ ammo for the
Schmidt Ruben rifle. In original packets. NEW ALR

248 - 32 S&W LONG AMMO
Fiocchi 50R packet 97 GR lead round nose. ExC

266 - 7.5 SWISS AMMO
Same as previous lot but 1x50R packet. NEW ALR

249 - 7.62 TOKAREV AMMO
A bag lot of Military surplus, approximatley 150R. 7.62
Tokarev ammo in assorted original packets. FC ALR

267 - 7.5X55 BRASS
100R 7.5x55 Swiss cal unprimed brass in original bulk
packet. Privi Partizan brand. NEW ALR

250 - EVIL ROY REVOLVER
Italian remake of the Colt single action 1873 revolver. 5
½” .45 Long Colt cal barrel with Cimaron address etc. ExC
stainless metalwork and checkered original walnut grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR
251 - HARTFORD SA REVOLVER
Italian remake of the Colt 1873. 4¾” 44-40 cal barrel. Metalwork with near all nickel finish. ExC original wooden
grips. In as new ExWO&C B/CLR

268 - 303 AMMO
50R packet of S&B brand 180g FMJ for the SMLE rifle.
NEW ALR
254

252 - UBERTI 1875 ARMY REVOLVER
Italian remake of the Remington 1875 cartridge revolver. 7
½” 44-40 cal blued barrel and cylinder with case hardend
frame and brass trigger guard. Metalwork has near all original blue, ExC walnut grips with chip and a few minor marks
and staining on the back strap. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
253 - UBERTI SA REVOLVER
Italian remake of the Colt single action revolver. 6” .44
Magnum cal blued barrel with adjustable sights. Case
coloured frame and brass straps, some slight staining, GC
wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

262 - 8MM KURZ AMMO
Approximatley 80R of post war, most likely East German
7.92mm Kurz ammo for the MP44. GC ALR

255

269 - ‘03 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
US Military WWII bolt action rifle. 24” 30.06 cal barrel
with original sights. The chamber is marked US REMINGTON MODEL 1903 and serial number. Metalwork retains
near all original parkerised finish. ExC original wood stock
with RA & FJA cartouches as well as P inside circle on the
straight cut stock complete with swivels. ExWO&C ALR
270 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE
Pre WWII 1937 Portugese contract Kar98K. 24” 8mm cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber is
code marked S/42 (Mauser) and 1937 date, plus Weimer acceptance and 63 proofs. The receiver rail is marked Mod98.
The floor plate has transitional Waffen-amt markings. All
visible numbers are matching. Metalwork has most overall
deep black finish. VGC woodwork, B series rack number.
Includes its original sling and cleaning rod. VGWO&C ALR
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271 - MAS 36 RIFLE
Excellent example of the French Military bolt action rifle.
24” 7.5 cal barrel with original grenade launcher attachment, plus sight and standard sights. The reciever is marked
MAS MLE 1936-51 and metalwork retains all original parkerised finish. ExC original woodwork complete with sling,
bayonet and approximatley 60R of Military surplus ammo.
Hard to find a better example as this gun is in as issued
ExWO&C ALR

serial number. Metalwork with near all blue. VGC woodwork with sling and oiler. Includes its 15R magazine. VGExWO&C P6&P7LR

272 - CARCANO M1941 RIFLE
Italian WWII bolt action rifle. 27” 6.5cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber with Italian ordnance
marks and 1942 date. Metalwork has near all blue. ExC
original woodwork with cartouche and swivels. Includes
cleaning rod and two charger clips. One of the better examples we have encoutered. ExWO&C ALR

272

284 - MAXIM 1910 MACHINEGUN
WWII Soviet heavy machine gun. 28” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with fluted water jacket and snow cap. The action is dated
1944 and with arsenal marks. Metalwork has near all blue
and Military green paint finishes. Includes it sheild, Sokolov
mount and three ammo/accessing cans. One containing new
link, one with dummy display link and the third with two oil
cans. ExWO&C CLR

271

273 - SMLE NO4 RIFLE
British Military WWII Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel
with basic apperture rear sight. The receiver marked No4
MKI* LONG BRANCH 1943. Wrist with twin numbers
matching on the bolt. Metalwork with most overall original
finish. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
274 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military WWII bolt action carbine. 21” .303 cal barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and original sights. The
receiver is marked in electric pencil No 5 MKI ROF (F)
3/45 and serial number matching on the bolt. The wrist is
stamped ENGLAND and has a nitro proof on the chamber
and barrel. Metalwork with most Military black finish. The
original early type wood has a crack that has been repaired
with pins on the underside between the mag well and barrel
band. Complete with sling. GWO&C ALR
275 - THREE SOVIET WWII BADGES
Sniper badge with screw back. Order of the red star with
backing pin, plus defence of Caucus campaign medal and
ribbon. VGC

283 - MK1 BREN GUN
WWII MKI BREN light machine gun, 24” 303 cal barrel
with original sight and folding early type handle marked
MK1* and serial numbered to the gun as well as ordnance
marks. The receiver is marked BREN MKI M and INGLIS
1941 and fitted with its original drum type rear sight. Metalwork has most of its original finish thinning on the edges.
VGC original wooden pistol grip and butt stock with the
rear handle and strap removed (which was commonly done).
Includes its adjutable bipod and magazine. VG-ExWO&C
C&P7LR

285 - BREN GUN TRIPOD
Rare original WWII era tripod for the Bren light machine
gun. Most overall original green paint and includes its often
missing extra AA leg. ExC
286 - BREN SLING
Original WWII era sling for the MKI Bren gun. Olive drab
webbing with makers mark and 1944 date with broad arrow
and twin steel buckles. ExC

282

287 - BREN SPARE PARTS WALLET
Original WWII Webbing machine gunners spare parts wallet complete with tools and parts. Marked Wallet Spare Parts
BREN 303 MKI etc. ExC

273

288 - MP40 S.M.G
WWII German submachine gun. 9½” 9mm cal barrel with
knurled end nut, alloy strengthening bar and hooded front
sight. The chamber is code marked bnz (Steyer) plus twin
Waffen-amt stamps. The rear of the receiver is marked
MP40 bnz 42. Metalwork has most overall blue thinning in
areas. ExC dark bakelite furniture with steel folding stock.
Includes original sling and three magazines. VGWO&C
C&P7LR Estimate $5,000 - $7,000

276 - THREE SOVIET WWII MEDALS
Guards unit badge with backing pin. Battle merit silver
award with ribbon and defence of leningrad with ribbon.
VGC
277 - THREE SOVIET WWII MEDALS
Scout badge with backing pin. Medal of Courage and Defence of Kiev, both with ribbons. VGC
278 - K31 ACTION
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin K31 straight pull complete
action with bolt and trigger. Appears to be an unused Military spare part in New ExWO&C ALR

274

288

279 - K98 POUCH AND CLEANING KIT
Three cell pebble grain leather WWII period ammo pouch,
plus a ‘Cigarette Case’ cleaning kit with cleaning tools.
VGC
280 - WWI GERMAN BINOCULARS
A pair of WWI era German field binoculars marked Fernglas 08 etc. Almost 30% of the finish has faded. Includes
leather strap and case. Optics are clear. The leather hinge for
the lid is broken otherwise GC

290 - MP41 MAGAZINE LOADER
Original WWII magazine loader to suit the MP38/40/41.
Stamped MP41 and Haenel logo as well as Waffen-amt 37.
Most overall original blue finish with staining.
291 - MAXIM CLEANING KIT
Original Soviet Canvas cleaning kit for the 1910 Maxim
MG. Includes 3 piece cleaning rod, oil can, trigger pull
guage, spring, firing pin, brush and other tools. ExC

281 - M1 GARAND RIFLE
US WWII, circa May 1942 semi auto rifle. 24” 30.06 cal
barrel with replacement hooded front sight and bayonet lug
ground off. The rear of the receiver is marked US RIFLE
CAL 30 M1 SPRINGFIELD and serial number. Metalwork
has original thin parkerised finish. VGC woodwork stamped
AA 30107 on the right hand side, complete with swivels.
VGWO&C P6LR
282 - M1 CARBINE
US WWII M1 carbine. 18” .30M1 cal barrel with original
sights and marked UNDERWOOD 4-44 and flying bomb.
The chamber is marked US CARBINE CAL 30M. The rear
fitted with adjustable sight and stamped Winchester and

289 - M3 GREASE GUN
US Military issue WWII Submachine gun, circa 1943. 8”
.45acp cal barrel. The receiver with protected rear sight and
cocking handle as well as oil bottle holder on the left hand
side. The magazine well is marked SUB MACH GUN CAL
45 M3, guide lamp logo and crossed cannons. Metalwork
has dark grey original patina with traces of blue complete
with wire stock, sling and 30R magazine. VGWO&C
C&P7LR

292 - SOVIET SNIPER SMOCK
Rare WWII Soviet 2 piece sniper Ameba pattern summer
camoflage smock. The top with hood and mesh vaile as well
as three bakelite buttons and draw string cuffs. Faded ink
makers stamp on the inside with hard to make out date. The
same stamp is also on the pants with 1942 date. ExC
292

14
293 - BRNO MODEL 1 RIFLE
Desirable Czech vintage sporting rifle, circa 1951. 22½”
.22lr cal barrel with original foresight (missing hood) and
correct 3 blade rear sight. Marked Brno Mod 1 etc and 51
date and corresponding marks on the receiver. Metalwork
retains near all blue finish. ExC checkered woodwork with
swivels and 5R magazine. ExWO&C ALR

small parts. The lower and upper numbers are mismatched.
In our opinion this is most likely occured in the field or
factory as the wear patterns are identical. The inside grip
strap is unit marked 95R2 KJ55 (95th Infantry) VGC original wooden grips. Complete with correct but not matching
shoulder stock/holster with 1916 dated leatherwork and rod.
ExWO&C B/CLR Estimate $5,000 - $6,500

293

294 - BRNO MODEL 4 RIFLE
Heavy barrel target version of the Model 2 rifle, circa
1950/60’s. 27½” .22lr cal heavy barrel with base for target
front sight and rear grooves for apperture. Marked BRNO
MOD 4 etc. The receiver has the early size grooves and a
pair of rings. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. ExC
target beech stock with swivels and includes a 5R & 10R
magazine. ExWO&C ALR
295 - BRNO MODEL 2 RIFLE
Vintage Czech bolt action rifle, circa 1977. 24”.22lr cal barrel with original sights (missing front hood) and marked
BRNO ARMS MOD 2 etc. Metalwork with near all original
blue on the barrel and parkerised finish to the action, fitted
with 4 power scope. VGC woodwork with some handling
marks. Includes its 5R magazine. VG-ExWO&C ALR
296 - KIMBER .22 CLASSIC RIFLE
High quality US bolt action rimfire rifle. 22” .22lr cal barrel
with Yonkers address etc. Metalwork with near all original
finish. ExC wooden stock with nice tiger stripe pattern and
includes two 5R magazines, two piece stud mount rings and
bases. ExWO&C ALR

294

303 - SNAIL DRUM MAGAZINE
WWI Imperial German type two Snail Drum/Trommel
magazine for the LP08 Artillery model Luger pistol. Most
overall dulling blue finish with some scattered staining. The
spine of the magazine has been lightly engraved in electric
pencil with additional serial number. VGC P7LR

296

297 - REMINGTON NYLON 66 RIFLE
Vintage collectors example of the US semi auto rifle. 19 ½”
.22lr cal barrel with original sights and Remington logo.
Metalwork is in ExC, faux wood synthetic furniture with
a few small handling scuffs. Has the original Zytel point of
purchase label on the stock as well as the original cardboard
box! ExWO&C ALR

304 - LUGER MAGAZINE POUCH
Brown leather double magazine pouch for the Luger pistol.
The only marking is a hard to make out ink stamp on the
inside of the flap. VGC
297

305 - ARTILLERY CLEANING ROD
Original cleaning rod for the LP08 pistol. 35cm overall
length with wine barrel end. VGC

298 - REMINGTON NYLON 66 RIFLE
Vintage collectors example of the US semi auto rifle. 19 ½”
.22lr cal barrel with original sights and Remington logo.
Metalwork is in superb condition with near all original blue.
ExC original faux wood synthetic furniture with no significant handling marks. ExWO&C ALR

306 - LUGER STRIPPING TOOL
Original steel PO8 Luger stripping tool. GC

299 - WALTHER KKJ RIFLE
Nice quality vintage sporting rifle, circa 1960/70’s. 23” .22lr
cal barrel with original sights. The action with banner logo
and Ulm address. Metalwork retains near all original blue
with a small section flaked on the foresight band. ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
300 - ARITILLERY LUGER PISTOL AND RIG
Fine example of an Imperial German WWI LP08 pistol. 8”
9mm cal barrel with fine adjustable front sight and adjustable rear. The chamber is dated 1917 with all acceptance and
proof marks. DWM makers mark on the toggle. All numbers
on the gun are matching except the magazine which is the
correct WWI type. Metalwork is in superb condition retaining near all bright blue, fire blue and straw colours. The
original grips are in ExC and still sharp. The stock is a different number to the gun which is more than often the case.
It’s inscribed with German Soldiers name and has acceptance mark, leather toe piece, straps and hard to find original double magazine pouch. The leather holster is in ExC
and has 1917 date, rod and stripping tool. Includes a type 2
snail drum magazine with near all original blue. The spine
of the magazine has been lightly engraved with a serial
number with electric pencil (in our opinion this could be removed and the factory one used for registration). ExWO&C
C&P7LR Estimate $9,000 - $11,000
301 - WWI BROOM HANDLE PISTOL
WWI Imperial German Army issue C96 Mauser pistol. 5
½” 7.63 cal barrel with commercial proofs and Army acceptance marks. Chamber with Obendorf address also on
the frame. Metalwork has most overall thinning original
blue turning grey on the leading edges and fire blue to the

302 - PAIR OF PORTUGESE LUGER PISTOLS
A pair of consecutivley numbered 1935/06 Luger pistols
manufactured by Mauser for the Portugese Guarda National
Republicana. 4¾” 7.65 (30 Luger) cal barrels with original
saw tooth foresights and marked with the serial numbers
2374 & 2375 respectively (the numbers are matching on the
frame and the last 2 digits are located on the side plate, take
down lever, breech blocks and toggles). The chambers are
marked GNR and the toggles with Mauser banner and both
have 50% of the original white inlay finish. Metalwork has
most to near all original rust blue and straw finishes to the
small parts and shows some holster and handling thinning
to the high points. ExC original walnut grips and correct
unmarked tin plated magazines with alloy bases. Only 564
of this model were made and a consecutively numbered pair
is extremely hard to find. ExWO&C CLR
Estimate $8,000 - $12,000

307 - WWI 1911 MAGAZINES
Two scarce original .45ACP cal WWI 1911 Military magazines with 50/50 two tone finish and plain unmarked base
plate without staple. Contained in their MAY 1918 date PB
& Co marked Mills webbing pouch. ExC ALR

303

308 - TOKAREV PISTOL MAGAZINES
Two 8R original magazines for the Tokarev TT30/33 series
of pistols. One has staple base plate. VGC ALR
309 - TOKAREV HOLSTER
Original WWII brown/green pebble grain leather holster
with shoulder strap for the TT33, makers stamped with 1941
date and includes cleaning rod. VGC
299

310 - SIG STG 57 RIFLE
Swiss Military rifle. 23” 705x55 cal barrel with original
muzzle break and sights. The receiver with three position
selector and is marked with the Swiss Cross and SIG logo
in front of the butt. Metalwork has thinning original finish.
VGC original synthetic furniture with metal bipod forend,
complete with sling and two 24R magazines. VGWO&C
C&P7LR

311

311 - FN FAL RIFLE
Belgian automatic rifle. 18” 7.62 barrel with original muzzle break and sights. The receiver with three position selector and marked FAL 7.62 and Herstal address. Metalwork
has most overall black Military enamel finish with some
scratching. VGC original synthetic furniture complete with
sling and includes its hard to find grenade launching sight
and four magazines in FN bag and twin leather pouches.
VG-ExWO&C C&P7LR

15
312 - STG57 MAGAZINES
Two 24R Swiss 7.5x55 cal magazines for the STG57 rifle,
plus an original leather single magazine pouch. ExC P7LR

326 - .44 BARREL
Lother Walther .44 mag (429) barrel blank. 660mm long
32mm diameter button rilfed 1-18 twist barrel. NEW ALR

317

313 - STG57 BAYONET AND KIT
Bayonet for the Swiss Military automatic rifle. 23½cm
blade in the white, VGC synthetic ring grip and scabbard
with leather frog, plus an original roll bag cleaning kit. ExC

327 - 22 MAGAZINES
Two 10R Ruger 10/22 magazines, plus two 5R JW15 magazines. GC ALR

314 - FN FAL BAYONET
Socket style bayonet for the FNFAL rifle with scabbard.
Variant where the hollow handle becomes the flash hider,
near all original blued finish. ExC

328 - ASTRA MODEL 400 PISTOL
Nice quality Spanish semi auto pistol, circa 1921-46. 6”
9mm Largo caliber. The sleeve and slide with original
sights, logo and Ucenta Compania address and Modelo
1921 (400). Metalwork retains near all original blue and the
white metal parts are without staining. VGC original Astra
logo hard rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

318

315 - FN FAL BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the Belgian rifle. 19½cm blade with 80/20
white and blue finish and flash hider on the guard. ExC
wooden grips and blued steel scabbard. ExC

319

316 - CETME BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the Spanish Cetme rifle. 22cm blued bolo
blade, checkered alloy grips and includes its green plastic
scabbard. VGC
317 - MOSSBER 930 SHOTGUN
US semi auto shotgun. 18” 12g barrel with 3” chamber
cylinder bore barrel and iron sight. Receiver with rail and
factory ghost ring. Adjustable sight and fabric side saddle.
Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. ExC synthetic furniture. ExWO&C ALR

330 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Vintage Belgian semi auto pistol. 3¼” .32acp cal barrel,
slide with integral sights and Herstal address etc. Metalwork
has near all original bright blue. ExC hard rubber FN logo
grips. Also includes a period leather holster. ExWO&C CLR

322
320

331 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Vintage Belgian semi auto pistol, circa early 20th Century
and retailed by Auckland NZ retailer William Hazard. 3½”
.32acp cal barrel, the slide is marked WM Hazard Auckland
and Herstal address etc. Metalwork retains near all original
nickel finish and blue to the small parts. VGC original FN
logo hard rubber grips with small hard to notice chip above
the screw on the left hand side, complete with original nickel magazine. ExWO&C CLR

321

318 - HAMMERLI TAL R1 RIFLE
German made semi auto 22 rifle styled on the AR15. 15”
Barrel with flash hider. Full length hand guard with rail and
flip up sights. Metalwork with near all original matte finish. ExC collapsable stock. Includes four 10R magazines.
ExWO&C ALR
319 - TIKKA TAC A1 RIFLE
Finish bolt action Tikka T3x tactical A1 rifle. 23” 6.5 Creedmore cal threaded barrel, full length rail adjustable folding stock and pistol grip. Near all original finish in as new
ExWO&C ALR

323

320 - TIKKA T3 TACTICAL RIFLE
Finish bolt action rifle. 23” 308 cal barrel threaded for silencer and with optic rail. Metalwork with near all finish.
Aftermarket KRG brand green synthetic stock in as new
ExWO&C ALR

332 - BROWNING 1910/22 PISTOL
Vintage Belgian long barrel variant of the 1910 pistol. 4¼”
.32acp cal barrel with original sights. The slide with Herstal
address and proofs. Metalwork retains near all original blue
showing minor hoster wear at the muzzle and leading edges.
VGC original FN logo hard rubber grips with lanyard ring
at the base. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
333 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
Vintage Belgian vest pistol. 2” .25acp cal barrel, the slide
with integral sights Herstal address and proofs. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue. ExC FN logo hard rubber grips. Hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR

321 - SAVAGE MODEL 12 RIFLE
25” 300 Winchester short Magnum caliber fluted stainless
steel barrel and action. Laminated target style wooden stock
in ExC. Includes reloading dies and approximatley 80R of
reloaded ammunition (for componentry only) and 40 cases.
ExWO&C ALR

328

322 - FN BIG GAME RIFLE
Custom built Mauser 98 vintage sporting rifle. 24” 458 Winchester Magnum cal barrel with three blade rear sight and
Belgian proof marks also on the commercial FN Mauser
action. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC deluxe
stock that has been bedded and reinforced by Kevin Gaskill.
Includes hard case and 9R of ammo. ExWO&C ALR

333
334 - P38 MAGAZINE
Original WWII era magazine for the German pistol.
Stamped P38 on the side and Waffen-amt 359 on the spine.
Near all original blue. VGC B/CLR

329

323 - MAUSER 66 RIFLE
Vintage Mauser 66 telescopic breech bolt action sporting
rifle. Originally 8x68S but has been professionally rebarrelled to 338 WIN mag (NEW Lothar Walther barrel by Allen Carr). 26” barrel with iron factory sights and rail. Double set triggers. Near all original blue. ExC original walnut
stock. ExWO&C ALR

335 - P38 MAGAZINES
Two 9mm P38 magazines. Post war factory magazines with
Banner logo dated 59 & 62. VGC B/CLR

332

324 - 300WSM DIES AND BRASS
Hornady three die set and approximatley 100 unprimed new
Winchester brand brass. ExC ALR
325 - .357 BARREL
Lother Walther .357 barrel blank. 660mm long 32mm diameter button rifled 1-18 twist button rifled barrel. NEW ALR

329 - BROWNING 1900 PISTOL
Vintage early 20th Century semi auto pistol. 4” .32acp cal
barrel with original sights, the slide with FN Herstal address
and Belgian proofs. Metalwork retains near all original
bright blue and fire blue to the extractor. ExC FN logo hard
rubber grips. Hard to find better. ExWO&C B/CLR

331

336 - WALTHER P38 BOOK
The Walther P.38 - Germany’s 9mm Semi Automatic Pistol in WWII by Cailleau. Hard copy, large format, 80 pages
with excellent colour photos and reference information.
NEW
337 - LUGER BOOK
The Luger P08 VOL1 - The First World War and Weimar
Years by Guitous and Machtelinckx. Hard copy, large format, 80 pages, excellent colour photos and reference information. NEW
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338 - SNIDER CAVALRY CARBINE
NZ Military Snider MKIII Cavalry carbine. 19¼” .577 cal
barrel with original sights, ordnance marks as well as M.T
and ‘STEEL’. The chamber is marked N ↑ Z III S 87. Action
has correct flat hammer and spring catch breech. Lockplate
is marked 1870 ENFIELD. Metalwork retains alot of original finish and only a small area of speckling towards the
muzzle. ExC original woodwork with steel side nails and
brass furniture. It is also NZ marked and the variant without
saddle bar. Includes its leather sight protector. ExWO&C
ALR
339 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
British Military Martini action rifle. 33” .577/450 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet bar on band as well as
ordnance marks. The receiver is marked Crown/VR HRB
Co III.1. Metalwork with dark original patina. VGC original
woodwork with matching cartouche and without swivels.
VGWO&C ALR
340 - US TRAPDOOR RIFLE
US model 1873 “Trapdoor” Springfield. 32⅝” 45-70 cal
barrel with original sights and ordnance marks. The breech
is marked U.S. MODEL 1873 and the serial number in front
of the tang is in the 102 thousand range. The lock plate is
marked with Eagle and US SPRINGFIELD. Metalwork
has dark original patina just starting to turn a plum colour.
There is also some pinpricking to the lock and butt plates.
ExC original woodwork complete with swivels and ramrod.
VGWO&C ALR

348 - S&W TRIPPLE COCK REVOLVER
British Military issue, circa WWI, Smith & Wesson 1st
Model Hand Ejector revolver. 6¼” .455 cal barrel with
S&W address and British proofs. The frame and ordnance
rails and sold out of service marks. The right hand side
above the logo has a hand scratched arrow mark. Metalwork
has most original blue and traces of case colours and show
some holster wear. VGC original grips with lanyard ring.
Only around 5500 of this model made. VGWO&C B/CLR
349 - WWI TRACOLA REVOLVER
British Military issue Spanish manufactured revolver based
on the S&W hinged frame revolver. Also know as the 1916
or OP NO2 MKI revolver. 5” .455 cal barrel with Tracola
makers details, ordnance and sold out of service mark (also
on the frame). Most overall original blue with holster wear
to the barrel. VGC ‘1914’ logo hard rubber grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

339

350 - WEBLEY MKII REVOLVER
British Military, circa 1890’s, double action revolver. 4”
.455 cal barrel with ordnance marks. The top strap has a
large broad arrow mark. Frame with patent and ordnance
marks. Most overall original blue with some bruising to
the edges. VGC original ebonite grips and lanyard ring.
VGWO&C CLR

344
341

351 - WEBLEY MKIII REVOLVER
Scarce commercial model Webley revolver, circa 1897/98.
Most likely private purchase revolver. 4” .455 cal barrel
with P WEBLEY & SON LONDON & BIRMINGHAM
marks. Top strap make MARKIII .453. The frame has W&S
winged bullet logo (Ref. plate 8 ‘The Webley Story’). Thinning original blue turning grey/brown. One of the ebonite
grips has a chip at the base. VGWO&C CLR

341 - STEYR 1886 RIFLE
Austrian made Portugese Military Kropatschek bolt action Military rifle, circa 1880’s. 32” 8x60R cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is marked
CE.WF.G.STEYR 1886 and Portugese Military Crown
and M1886. Metalwork has most original dulling blue. GC
original woodwork with internal tube magazine and cleaning rod. VGWO&C ALR

342

342 - CALLISHER AND TERRY CARBINE
Antique capping breech loading carbine. 21” 54 bore barrel with original sights and faint C&T London address. The
breech section and hammer are missing. FC woodwork with
repairs. Suitable for parts. PWO&C NLR
343 - SNIDER ARTILLERY CARBINE
British Military Mark II Artillery carbine. 21” .577 cal barrel with three blade sigh. The breech block is a modern
home made replacement and is at fault. Metalwork heavily
pitted. GC woodwork without markings. Includes rod suitable for parts. PWO&C ALR

353 - WEBLEY MK6 REVOLVER
British Military WWI revolver. 6” .455 cal barrel with ordnance marks etc. The frame with 1917 date and patant information. Metalwork has grey patina with traces of blue. VGC
original brown ebonite grips and includes three moon clips
to shoot 45ACP. GWO&C B/CLR

349

354 - PISTOL LANYARD
Original British Military olive green braided cord lanyard
with one fixed knot and one sliding. ExC

344 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET
British Military Pattern 1887 MK3 sword bayonet. 46cm
unfullered blade with Crown VR Wilkinson and 4 ‘93 and
ordnance markings. ExC original grips and scabbard. VGC
345 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET
P1875 bayonet for the British Military rifle. 20” Sawback
blade with some stainning near the guard and tip, stamped
9/81 and ↑ etc. Worn original grips. No scabbard. F-GC

355 - ENFILED HOLSTER
1937 Pattern Kakhi British Military marked holster for the
38 Enfield No 2 or Webley revolvers. As issued in ExC
356 - SWISS LUGER HOLSTER
Brown leather holster for the Swiss Military 06/29 Luger
pistol. VGC

350

357 - MARTINI CLEANING ROD
Cleaning rod for the British Military Martini Henry cavalry
carbine. 52½ cm overall length. GC

346 - KROPASCHEK BAYONET
Bayonet for the Steyr 1886 rifle. 47cm blade with wooden
grips and blued steel scabbard. VGC
347 - MARTINI BRASS AND PROJECTILES
Approximately 19 unfired and unprimed brass 577/450
case, plus 15 fired brass cases and approximatley 100 lead
projectiles. VGC ALR

To help with transport for firearms from
the auction venue please bring gun bags
and/or lock boxes.

352 - WEBLEY MKIII REVOLVER
British Military revolver 6” .455cal barrel with ordnance
and Webley marks the frame with Webley patent and 1919
marks. Most overall original blue thinning on the barrel.
VGC ebonite grips with lanyard ring. Includes its original
leather holster. VGWO&C ALR

358 - MARTINI CLEANING ROD
Similar to previous lot. GC

352

359

359 - BERETTA 38A S.M.G
Italian 9mm cal submachine gun. 14” barrel with compensator and perferated shroud with bayonet lug and original
sights with basic battle rear sight, the receiver is marked
MOSCH AUTOM “BERRETA” Mod.38/A 44-Cal.9 1949. The gun has the early war time side safety not the post
war cross bolt. Metalwork has all over blue with some pin
pricking to the sheet metal chamber cover. GC woodwork
with cross inlayed into the stock (prehaps Military insignia).
Includes its original 40R magazine. VGWO&C C&P7LR

17
360 - SUOMI SMG
Finish manufactured for the Swiss Military MP 43/44 Submachine gun. 12½” 9mm cal barrel with ventilated shroud
and sight plus ordnance mark on top of the chamber. The
sight is correct Finnish adjustable type and marked SUOMI
Tikkakoski. Metalwork has most overall arsenal enamel
finish with some scratching. GC woodwork with stock
strengthening dowles at the wrist. Includes original coffin
magazine and sling. VGWO&C C&P7

370 - WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE
Winchester lever action rifle, circa 1886 with very rare factory option 24” Octagonal to round 44-40 cal barrel with
full length magazine and original sights. Marked with New
Haven address, patent and caliber marks. Third model receiver with dust cover is marked - MODEL 1873 - on the
top tang. Metalwork has nice untouched original patina with
crisp lines and blue in protected areas. ExC original walnut stock. Half octagonal and round barrel with full length
magazine, was a very rare factory option as most were button magazines. A unique opportunity for the advanced Winchester collector. ExWO&C ALR
Estimate $10,000 - $15,000

360

361 - MG BARREL BAG AND SLING
Olive green canvas barrel bag for the British/NZ Bren gun,
plus an unissued nylon British machine gun sling 79 date
and ↑ marked with steel clips. ExC

371 - WINCHESTER ‘73 CARBINE
1873 Third model antique US lever action carbine, circa
1892. 16” trapper length barrel with carbine sights and faint
two line address between the bands and caliber behind the
sight. The tang marked -MODEL 1873- and the frame with
saddle ring. Metalwork has dark grey speckled patina. GC
original woodwork with aged crack repair behind the top
tang. GWO&C ALR

362 - WEBBING LOT
NZ Military webbing with twin 37 MKII pattern 1945 dated
basic pouches and water bottle in sleeve type carrier. ExC
363 - PARATROOPER HELMET
Reproduction of German WWII Luffwaffe paratroopers helmet with eagle National emblem and paint finish, complete
with liner and strap. VGC

367

364 - ARASAKA MOVIE PROP
Hard rubber replica of a type 38 Japanese WWII rifle and
bayonet. Extremely realistic look and weight. Ex movie
prop and a great display piece. ExC NLR
365 - COLT S/A REVOLVER
Early 3rd Generation Colt single action army revolver, circa 1979. 7½” .45 cal barrel marked with Hartford address
model and caliber. The frame has patent information, logo
and SA prefix serial number in the 20 thousand range. The
polished nickel finish is in ExC with only slight cylinder
drag marks. ExC ivory grips and includes its original box.
ExWO&C B/CLR

372 - US MILITARY SADDLE
US Military issue WWII era saddle. These saddles were sent
to the Italy Campaign in 1943 & 44. Manufactured by the
Lichtenberger - Ferguson Co. Makers mark, 1943 date and
US marks embossed in the leather. The saddle is a Western
style with high 5” cantel with briddle, bit and reigns, also
includes spurs. The halter has bronze discs with US Military
Eagle motifs. Leatherwork is in VGC with some cracking to
the straps. Includes its wooden display stand. A great piece
of Military history for the gun room. VGC

368

369

373 - US CAVALRY SADDLE BAGS
WWI US Military 1904 pattern saddle bags. Brown pebble
grain leather embosed with US in oval and brass buckles
and eyelits, the bags also have their cream coloured canvas
removable liners. Marked with Spalding makers mark and
1917 date. VGC

373

366 - COLT PEACEMAKER 22 REVOLVER
Vintage, circa 1976, single action Colt revolver. 6” .22lr cal
barrel marked with Hartford address and PEACEMAKER
.22. The frame with patent marks and Colt horse logo. Metalwork has near all original blue to the barrel and black
finish to the alloy guard. The frame still has bright case
colours. The gun shows muzzle and minor handling marks.
ExC original American Eagle plastic grips. VGWO&C B/
CLR

374 - M1 GARAND SCABBARD
US WWII era brown leather motor cyclye / vehicle scabbard
for the M1 rifle. Marked US BOYT 42. VGC
375 - ANTIQUE TELESCOPIC SIGHT
Antique, most likely mid 1800’s, American to suit Colt revolving rifle or other US percussion or early cartridge firearms. Measures 3 feet (92cm) in length and has most original browned finish and German silver eye piece and standard
cross hair reticle. Has two mounting points. GWO&C

367 - US FIREARMS S/A REVOLVER
A very high quality single action Army revolver by Hartford
manufacture. US Firearms manufacturing company. 7½”
.22lr blued barrel marked with US FA address. The frame is
flat top target type and the gun has Bisley target type sights.
The blued frame is marked with Colt patent dates as the gun
is a direct high quality full size clone of a Colt 1873 single
action. Metalwork retains all original bright blue and fine
blue to the screws, trigger and other small parts. ExC deluxe
high gloss walnut grips. Also included is a second cylinder
in .22 Magnum cal and its US marked hard rubber checkered black grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

374

377 - THREE BULLET MOULDS
Three antique bullet moulds. One round approx 44/45 cal
the other two are scissor type steel, similar size. GC

375

368 - COLT 1903 PISTOL
Colt model 1903 Hammerless model semi automatic pistol, circa 1906. 4” .32ACP cal barrel, the slide with original
sights and is marked with Patent dates and Colt Hartford
address as well as caliber etc. Metalwork retains near all
original bright blue to the frame, slide and fire blue to the
small parts. There are a few handling scratches and marks.
ExC original hard rubber Colt grips and includes its original
magazine. A nice example for the collector. ExWO&C B/
CLR
369 - COLT OFFICERS REVOLVER
High quality collectable vintage double action revolver.
6” .32 cal barrel marked with Hartford address and patent
information as well as COLT OFFICERS MODEL .32 *
HEAVY BARREL. Metalwork with near all original bright
blue finish. ExC checkered grips with Colt silver emblem.
ExWO&C B/CLR

376 - STETSON BELT BUCKLE
Vintage brass belt buckle for the famous cowboy hat brand.
Rectangular design with stage coach scene and Stetson logo
as well as Montauk Silver company logo. VGC

378 - WINCHESTER MODEL 61
Top collectors example of Winchester pump action rimfire
rifle, circa 1936. 24” round .22lr cal barrel with with ¾ magazine (modified to 10R) and original sights and Winchester New Haven address, logo, model & caliber markings.
Metalwork has most overall original blue finish thinning towards the front of the barrel and leading edges. ExC original
walnut stock and checkered steel but plate. ExWO&C ALR

371
379

378

379 - WINCHESTER ‘06 RIFLE
Collectors example of the Winchester 1906 pump action rifle, circa 3rd year of manufacture (1908). 20” .22 short cal
round barrel with full length magazine (modified to 10R)
and original sights. Marked with New Haven address, patents MOD1906 - T. Metalwork has near all original blue to
the frame and magazine while the barrel blue is thinning and
turning dark grey. VGC original finish stock with original
butt plate. ‘06 Rifles are seldom seen with any finish. VGExWO&C ALR
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380 - WINCHESTER MODEL 1890 RIFLE
Pump action rimfire rifle, circa 1913. 24” .22 WRF cal
octagonal barrel with original sights and all correct barrel
markings. The tang has also been fitted with a peep sight.
Metalwork has sharp lines and thinning original finish turning grey on the receiver. VGC original woodwork. Includes
100R of ammunition. ExWO&C ALR

WaA140 Waffen-amt mark which is also below the muzzle and on the frame and original magazine. Metalwork has
typical wartime machining marks and most overall original
blue. VGC original wood grips. VG-EXWO&C B/CLR

380

381 - WINCHESTER ‘06 RIFLE
Pump action rimfire rifle, circa 1913. 20” .22lr cal round
barrel with full length (modified to 10R magazine). Original front sight but the rear sight has been removed and tang
sight fitted. Marked with all correct markings. Metalwork
with grey to dark patina. GC woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR
382 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE
Custom engraved US lever action, circa 1969. 20” 30.30
cal barrel with orignal sights and markings. The action is
ornately foliate engraved on both sides, by the late Richard
Purcell. The blue on the barrel and the magazine has thinned
to a dark grey patina in areas, which gives a nice vintage
cowboy look. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

384
388

382

383 - AMERICAN DERINGER
Modern US M1 Model over/under Deringer. 3” .22lr cal
barrels marked American Derringer Corp Waco Texas.
Bright polished stainless metalwork and faux ivory grips.
Includes original box. ExWO&C CLR

392

385 - ABILENE DERRINGER
Italian Palmetto reproduction Abilene percussian deringer.
2¼” .41 cal round blued barrel with case colour hardened
frame. Metalwork has near all finish, ExC wooden grips.
ExWO&C CLR

390 - REPRODUCTION GORING DAGGER
A museaum type copy of the famous German Goring dagger. Artificial damacus blade. Gilted fittings and scabbard
show some wear. GC
391 - GERMAN HI-POWER PISTOL
WWII Nazi German issue FN 1935 pistol. 4½” 9mm cal
barrel, the slide with original fixed sights and marked with
FN Herstal address as well as Army acceptance eagle and

396 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
3½” .32ACP cal barrel, slide with FN Herstal address and
Belgian proofs. Metalwork has near all original blue with
some mild pin prick staining and wear to the edges and
turning dull where held. GC FN logo original grips. GVGWO&C CLR
397 - HI POWER HOLSTER
German WWII breakaway holster for the 1935 pistol brown
leather with magazine pouch on the front. Code marked
clg44 for Ernst Melzig. VGC

394

387 - WWII GERMAN RAINCOAT
Late War motorcycle troops rain coat with padded collar,
Elseltwerk makers label inside the collar, brown/green colour. VGC

389 - SA DAGGER
German WWII SA dagger. 21½ cm blade with “Alles for
Deutschland” motto and RZM M7/38 (Paul Seilheimer)
logo as wells Ernst Rohan inscription that has been most
likely added post war. ExC original grips and complete with
scabbard and hanger.

395 - BROWNING 1903 PISTOL
Belgian semi auto pistol, circa early 20th Century. 5” 9mm
Browning Long caliber. The slide with original fixed sights
and marked with FN Herstal address. Metalwork with near
all original blue with slight holster and handling wear. ExC
original FN logo hard rubber grips with lanyard ring at the
base. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

393

386 - SS GREAT COAT
1934-33 German SS Officer candidates black woolen coat.
The sleeve band is the 1st pattern enlisted rank. SS-Schule
Tolz” in aluminium thread. Also has the Scharfuhrer and SS
collar insignia. This is the same training school pupils like
Durt Meyer and Wittman attended. VGC

393 - UNIQUE KRIEGSMODEL PISTOL
French possibly German Military semi auto pistol. 3½” 7.65
cal barrel, slide with two line address and fixed sights, the
serial number is in milled panel but very low (in the 78,000
range) there also looks like an area behind the grip has been
sanded to perhaps remove the Waffen-amt mark, there are
traces of the wing lines. Dull overall original blue. GC
7.65mm UNIQUE FR logo grips. GWO&C CLR
394 - WALTHER P1 PISTOL
West German Military pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel with original sights. Slide is marked with banner logo P1 Kal 9mm
7/76 and matching serial number to the frame. Near all original parkerised finish with some holarwe wear. ExC original
grips. Includes its original holster. ExWO&C B/CLR

385

384 - UBERTI DERINGER
Reproduction of the famous Sharps/Tipping & Lawdon four
barrel Deringer. 4x 2¼” .22 short cal blued barrels with near
all finish, brass frame and carved plastic grips. VGWO&C
CLR

388 - PRESENTATION POLICE DAGGER
German WWII era presentation Police dagger based on the
K98 bayonet. 19½ cm polished blade EP and S Solinger
makers logo and etched on one side with twin Police eagles
and Schutz-Polizei-Bundertschaft etc and the other etched
in gothic German 1938-39 dates. The clamshell guard is relief carved with Laurel leaves and eagle as well as the eagles
head pommel. The antler grip has a gold Police insignia.
Complete with its leather and polished steel scabbard and
contained in its presentation leatherette box. ExC

392 - GERMAN FN PISTOL
WWII German Military issue Browning semi auto pistol.
4¼” .32acp cal barrel with Army acceptance mark and serial
number. The slide marked with FN Herstal address, Waffenamt WaA140 and Army acceptance marks also on the frame.
Metalwork has typical rough finish with machining marks
and has thinning original blue. VGC original FN logo grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

383

398 - GERMAN HI POWER MAGAZINE
WWII Era magazine for the M1935 pistol. While it is not
Waffen-amt marked it is most likely German based or machining quality and other proofs. GC B/CLR

395

399 - COLT 1902 GRIPS
Pair of original hard rubber grips for the Colt 38 hammer
and pocket hammer pistols marked COLT with rampant
horse logo with checkered design. ExC
389

400

401

400 - ‘03 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
US WWII Bolt action rifle. 24” 30.06 cal barrel with original sights with front hood and bayonet lug. Marked RA flying bomb 4-42. The chamber marked US REMINGTON
MODEL 1903 and serial number in the early 3 million
range. Metalwork has dark original patina with traces of
blue. VGC original straight cut stock with some handling
dings. VGWO&C ALR
401 - US M17 RIFLE
US WWI issue Enfield rifle. 26” .30.06 cal barrel with original sights. The chamber marked US Model of 1917 REMINGTON and flaming bomb mark on the side rail. Metalwork has dark original patina with some peppering to the
metal. VGC original woodwork without swivels has a red
painted band in front of the middle barrel band. This is to
signify that it is in 30.06 as it was also issued to the British
home guard in the second world war as part of the lend lease
program. VGWO&C ALR
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402 - K98 RIFLE
WWII German Mauser bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel
with hooded foresight and bayonet lug and ordnance marks.
The chamber has 42 code (Mauser) and 1940 date as well
as capture punch mark. The receiver is marked Mod 98.
The barrel, action and bolt are matching but other numbers
are mismatched. Metalwork has most overall Russian capture finish. GC laminate woodwork with basic front band.
VGWO&C ALR
403 - NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE
WWII Soviet Mosin Nagant M91/30 Sniper rifle. 28½”
7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights. The chamber is
marked with Izhevsk arsenal marks, 1944 date and serial
number on the side. It is fitted with Muscova optic works PU
sight with logo and 44 prefix serial no. (different number to
receiver). Bolt handle is correct turned and serial numbers
are mismatched. Metalwork has turned to grey overall patina. VGC woodwork complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR
404 - M38 NAGANT RIFLE
WWII Soviet Mosin Nagant carbine. 20½” 7.62x54R cal
barrel with original sights. The chamber is marked with
1943 date and Izhevsk ordnance mark. Bolt, magazine well,
action and butt plate have matching numbers. Metalwork
has thinning original blue finish. VGC original woodwork
complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

404

406
402

418

403

419 - S&W M28 REVOLVER
US double action Highway Patrolman 28-2 revolver. 5
½” .357 Magnum cal barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC original wooden grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR

411

420 - S&W 586 REVOLVER
Vintage S&W double action revolver. 6” .357 cal barrel with
original adjustable sights. Metalwork has near all original
bright blue. VGC original wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
412

421 - COLT GOVERNMENT PISTOL
US Colt 1911A1 type pistol. 5” .45acp cal barrel with aftermarket fixed sights, slide with series 80 COLT MKIV
etc marking. Frame with ambidextrious safety. Metalwork
with near all original blue with minor handling marks. ExC
original grips. Includes extra barrel, bushing, 5 aftermarket
magazines and double leather pouch. VGWO&C B/CLR

409 - SCHMIDT RUBIN CHARGERS
Five original fibre board magazine charger/stripper clips for
the G11/K31 rifles.
410 - DP28 MACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII era light machine gun. 24’ 7.62xGR cal barrel
with original flash hider and sights. The receiver with 1944
date and faint ordnance mark. Metalwork has all overall
blue ExC wooden butt stock includes its original bipod and
47R pan magazine. ExWO&C C&P7LR
411 - SCORPION PISTOL
Czech Cold War era VZ61 machine pistol. 4½” .32acp cal
barrel with original sights on the receiver. 3 position selector and she 66 arsenal mark. Metalwork has near all original
blued finish. ExC original wooden grip and steel wire folding stock. Includes its original 10R magazine and holster.
ExWO&C CLR
412 - POLISH PM63
Polish Cold War era machine pistol. 6” 9mm Makarov cal
barrel with hand protector. The slide with original sights and
Radom 11 arsenal mark and 1974 date. Near all blue finish,
ExC black plastic furniture and steel sliding stock. Includes
its 25R magazine. In as issued ExWO&C C&P7LR
413 - PM63 HOLSTER & POUCH
Green nylon original Military holster magazine pouch and
sling for the Polish RAK machine pistol. In as issued ExC

417 - STEYR AUG RIFLE
Austrian Military Bullpup rifle. 20” 5.56cal barrel with
original flash hider and bayonet lug. Marked .556/9” and serial number. The receiver with first type integral carry handle, optical sight and has the 3 shot burst trigger group. The
stock is marked STEYR DAIMLER etc AUG. Metalwork
has Military enamel finish thinning in areas. VGC original
furniture with forward pistol grip. A seldom seen on the NZ
market iconic rifle. VGWO&C C&P7LR
Estimate $6,000 - $7,000
418 - STG 58 RIFLE
Austrian Steyr Military rifle. 18” 7.62 cal barrel with original flash hider and sights. The receiver with three position
selector and marked STG 58 Steyr, Daimler etc. Metalwork
has most parkerised grey finish. VGC synthetic furniture
and metal bipod forend. Includes sling and two magazines
in German marked pouch. ExWO&C C&P7LR

407 - K98 MUZZLE PROTECTOR
Original steel WWII German muzzle and sight protector.
Thinning blue. VGC
408 - STRIPPER CLIPS
A bag lot containing approximately 60 Mauser and Mosin
Nagant stripper clips, plus two Cacano.

415 - MORTAR SIGHT
British Military 3” Morter sight. Marked SIGHT LENSATIC No2 MKI CS on mount and contained in original steel
carrying case. ExC
416 - COLT 1911A1 MAGS AND BELT
A US Military mills belt and twin cell pouch. Both US
makes with 1949 date and manufacture, plus two period
Colt 45 1911 mags. VGC ALR

405 - NAGANT M91/30 RIFLE
Pre WWII Russian Mosin Nagant rifle. 28½” 7.62x54R cal
barrel with original sights. The chamber has Izhevsk arsenal marks and 1938 date. Metalwork has most arsenal blue
finish. VGC woodwork complete with sling and bayonet.
VG-ExWO&C ALR
406 - US M17 BAYONET
US Military issue model 1917 bayonet to fit the Enfield rifle
and trench gun. 43cm blade blued at the base and marked
with flaming bomb US 1917 Remington. Complete with its
green leather scabbard and 1940 dated frog. VGC

414 - YUGO 59/66 SKS CLEANING KIT ETC
Cleaning kit for the Yugoslavian rifle, plus sling oil bottle
and twin leather ammo pouches in Military sholder bag. In
as issued. ExC

419

422 - SIG MOSQUITO PISTOL
4” .22lr cal barrel with adaptor and silencer fitted. The slide
with original sights, marked SIG SAUER made in Germany
etc. Polymer frame with tac rail. Metalwork with near all
original matte finish. ExC original grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

421

422

423 - STOEGER 22 PISTOL
US Stoeger industries PRO series 95 variant of the Hi Standard pistol. 4” .22lr stainless steel bull barrel and action with
adjustable sights. Metalwork with some handling scratches
to the slide and the small parts have gold finish. ExC Pachmayr rubber grips. Includes two magazines. VGWO&C B/
CLR
424 - RUGER 22 PISTOL
MKI variant of the semi auto target pistol with 6” .22lr barrel with fixed sights. Metalwork with near all original blue.
ExC original plastic grips. ExWO&C ALR
425 - GLOCK 17 MAGAZINES
Two 17R 9mm Glock original magazines. ExC B/CLR

423

426 - 1911 MAGAZINES
Two 10R Wilson combat .45acd Stainless 1911 pistol magazines. B/CLR
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427 - COLT 1911 MAGAZINES
Two original 8R Colt brand stainless steel 8R magazines for
the 45ACP Government model pistol. Base plate with Colt
logo etc. ExC ALR

wedge system to the Colt and a similar gun is pictured in
Sutherland and Wilsons book. 7” .41 cal barrel with most
blued finish also on the 6 shot cylinder. The action is a double action only system with ring trigger has all over engraving and plating. The grip is fluted type similar to Austrian
pistols. VGWO&C NLR

432

428 - REPRO PU SCOPE
Reproduction telescopic sight and mount to make a replica
Soviet M91/30 Sniper rifle. ExC

438 - PISTOL POWDER FLASKS
Two small powder flasks for case pistols. The first measures
12½ cm high with blackened copper bag shaped body and
simple brass top. The second measures 12cm high and has
brass bag shaped with flattened sides and simple brass top.
VGC

429 - L1A1 BAYONET
Ex NZ Military ‘SLR’ bayonet. 20cm blade with blued section at the base and alloy grips, complete with scabbard. GC
433

430 - 1911 MAGS ETC
Seven assorted aftermarket non Military 45acp magazines
(most with bumper pads), plus two compensators and
bumper pads. F-GC ALR
431 - LAMOTTE PERCUSSION PISTOLS
A pair of nice quality antique, circa 1840-50’s, French
percussion muff pistols. 2¼” .45cal round Damascus twist
turn off barrels with Liege proof. The actions are rounded
boxlock type and marked JALBERT LAMOTTE A ST
ETIENNE and have borderline and sunburst engraved
designs with concealed triggers. Metalwork has near all
original polished white finishes. ExC Ebony butts with ornate silver percussion cap traps. Contained in their original
leatherbound and velvet lined case with Caron Paris retail
address with ivory flask and bullet mould with turn key end.
One of the action is at fault otherwise ExWO&C NLR

434

435

432 - FLINTLOCK MUFF PISTOL
Antique, circa early 1800’s, English Flintlock pistol. 1¾”
.47 cal blued turn off barrel with Birmingham proofs. The
brass boxlock action has a hard to make out makers name
- Leich Romsey? and faint stand of flags. The action has
concealed trigger and sliding safety. ExC slab sided walnut
grip. VGWO&C NLR

436

433 - EGG PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL
Antique, circa 1840/50’s, percussion muff pistol. 2” .44
cal/54 bore round turn off barrel marked with Birmingham
proof & JB. The boxlock action is marked EGG LONDON
and engraved. The maker is most likely Joseph Egg. Metalwork with nice original patina. ExC slab sided grip with
diamond shape escucheon. ExWO&C NLR

437

436 - ENGLISH PERCUSSION REVOLVER
Antique Percussion English double action revolver, circa
1850/60’s. The revolver is of unknown make but is similar
in design and style to a Webley and were made by the Birmingham trade. 6¼” .44 cal/54 bore octagonal barrel with
Birmingham proof marks, also on the 5 shot cylinder. The
top strap is inscribed “Presented to James G Loch by a few
Friends in Messr’s A&A Galbraith’s Mill St Rollox Glasgow” the frame also has a patent mark. Metalwork has traces of original blue. VGC checkered grip. VGWO&C NLR
437 - TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER
Antique most likely Belgian or Austrian transitional percussion revolver based on a Colt 1851 Navy. The front barrel section has similar octagonal shape, loading lever and

440 - TINDER BOX LIGHTER
Antique, circa late 1700’s early 1800’s, Flintlock tinder box
and lighter. Brass boxlock action with circular shaped tinder
box also in brass and stand for on the hath. There is an aged
crack at the top of one of the grips. VGWO&C NLR
441 - CHARLES INGRAM RIFLE
Antique percussion sporting rifle by Charles Ingram of
Glasgow, circa 1860. 29” heavy octagonal approx. 40 cal
barrel with dovetail foresight and ladder type rear sight.
Marked CHARLES INGRAM 100 UNION ST. GLASGOW IMPROVED CAST STEEL. The muzzle and breech
are ornately foliate engraved extending into the tang. The
lock plate with ½ cock safety and platinum plug and set trigger is marked C INGRAM and is fully foliate and borderline
engraved as is the hammer. Metalwork retains near all blue
finish to the barrel and dark patina with traces of case colours to the action. ExC high grade checkered walnut stock
with ebony forend. Steel mounts extending into pineapple
shaped finial are engraved with deer scene and foliage. The
steel butt plate extends into the stock with speer shaped
finial and has an engraved patch box with coat of arms. The
stock is also relief carved with tear drop behind the lock and
shell pattern at the base of the wrist. Complete with its original ebony rod. A top grade rifle for the discerning collector.
ExWO&C NLR Estimate $5,000 - $7,000
442 - WEAVER TELESCOPIC SIGHT
High quality Japanese made Grand Slam model telescopic
sight 6.20x40 with adjustable objective and matte finish. Includes original box. ExC

434 - PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL
Antique, circa 1830-50’s, European target duelling pistol.
8” .60 cal octagonal browned damascus barrel with sights
and Belgian proof marks. Ornately engraved lock plate,
hammer and steel mounts. Metalwork has some scattered
pitting. ExC fluted wooden half stock with engraved percussion butt cap. VGWO&C NLR
435 - PEPPERBOX REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1850’s, British percussion revolver. 6x 2¾”
.32 cal/120 bore barrels without makers name but with Birmingham proof marks. (Birmingham trade gun for retailer
marking and sale). The double action and hammer has foliate engraved design and recoil shield. Metalwork with dark
patina with traces of blue. VGC original checkered grips.
Action is strong and functions well. VGWO&C NLR

439 - POWDER FLASK & MOLD
Pistol bag shaped powder flask with clam shell design. 10 ½
cm high with broken spring on the top, plus a 120 bore steel
scissor bullet mould. GC

443 - LEUPOLD SCOPE
US Leupold long eye relief optical sight black gloss finish.
M8 model, 2 power. ExC
444 - GERMAN HUNTING KNIFE
Vintage fixed blade traditional German hunting knife with
leather sheath, 15cm blade with Kronekrebs Solingen logo
and serpent design. VGC

440

447

446

445 - EUROPEAN DAGGER
Most likely vintage German dagger in similar style to a
hunting knife with deer foot handle, 13cm single edge
blade. Steel and leather scabbard. VGC
446 - FAIRBAIRN SYKES DAGGER
3rd pattern British Commando knife. 17cm blade with thin
blue finish, the crossguard is without any markings. The
blackened cast grip has the crossed keys logo of J Nowill
& Sons. The end nut is large type with pronounced edges.
Includes leather scabbard. GC
447 - HOLLAND & HOLLAND SHOTGUN
English vintage side by side sporting shotgun, circa 1930’s
by famous gun maker Holland & Holland. It is a Dominon
grade back action side lock with 30” 12g barrels with 2½”
chamber and ½ and ¼ choke. Marked with New Bond St address and proofs. The action has simple borderline engraving and marked Holland & Holland on the plates, action
is tight. Metalwork has near all overall blued finish. VGC
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woodwork, is worn through the checkering and has a silver
escucheon with initials and 1934 date, fitted with rubber but
pad. Contained in its original leatherbound and red baize
lined case with original trade label. The case is missing one
of the ends. GWO&C ALR

455 - 1928 DUTCH LUGER
Dutch Military contract Luger M1906 pistol made by
DWM. 4” 9mm cal with original dorsal fin foresight and
blank chamber. The bottom of the barrel has the serial number and British proof mark (also on the frame, the top of the
barrel has a 1940 date, possibly part of the Mauser contract).
The side of the chamber has Dutch Colonial proof and nitro
proof and the toggle is DWM marked. There is the brass
rack number Dep. M23 in front of the safety. Metalwork has
all over blue and straw colours. ExC walnut grips and correct original magazine. ExWO&C ALR

455

448 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER CARBINE
Highly collectable sporting rifle, circa 1961. 20” .308 cal
with original sights and 61 proof date. The chamber with
manufacture address cal and MC model markings. Fitted
with Pachmyer side mount and Khales period scope. Action
has twin set triggers. Metalwork with near all blue. VGC
original full wood stock with some handling scratches. VGExWO&C ALR

456

449 - STEYR MODEL L CARBINE
Vintage Austrian sporting rifle. 20” .243 cal barrel with
original sights and hammer forge detail. The action with
Steyr Daimler address is fitted with Khales scope and quick
release mounts and has double set triggers. Metalwork has
near all original blue. ExC full wood stock with some handling marks. VG-ExWO&C ALR

449

456 - SWISS 06/29 LUGER PISTOL
Swiss Military Luger pistol, circa 1930-47. 4¾” .30 Luger
cal barrel with original sights and proof marks. The toggle
with Swiss Cross in shield and the receiver marked with the
serial number and sold out of service P marking. Metalwork
is in ExC with nearly all original rust blue finish. ExC original checkered bakelite faux wood grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

450

457 - SWISS LUGER HOLSTER
Brown leather holster for Swiss M1906 Luger pistol. Makers marked A Wachli Bern and 26. Some scuffing to the
leather. GC

450 - ZKW 465 RIFLE
Collectable vintage BRNO Sporting rifle, circa 1949. 23”
.22 Hornet caliber barrel with original sights (missing front
hood). Marked with 49 date proof and ZKW 465 and BRNO
address. Fitted with the rare factory scope mount and 3 power telescopic sight. The action also has twin set trigger and
the metalwork retains near all original blue thinning a bit on
the edges and magazine. VGC original walnut stock with
custom carved deer head scene. ExWO&C ALR
451 - BSA SPORTING RIFLE
Collectors example of a British 1950’s era sporting bolt action rifle. 24” 7x57 cal barrel with original sights and BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO address. The receiver has
Parker hale grooves and rings marked with the logo and
BSA 7x57. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue
ExC original walnut stock. Now seldom found in this condition. ExWO&C ALR

458 - LUGER MAGAZINE
Most likely Swiss or aftermarket as it has a plated body with
wooden base plate and plastic follower. ExC B/CLR
459 - MAUSER 712 MAGAZINE
Rare original 20R magazine for the Schnellfeuer variant of
the C96 pistol. Banner logo on the base plate. Most overall
thinning blue. VGC P7LR

451

462
452

461 - MAUSER C96 GRIPS
Rare original pair of walnut grips for the early cone hammer
Mauser pistol, 23 grooves on each grip. ExC

452 - KRICCO 700 RIFLE
German vintage bolt action sporting rifle. 24” 7x64 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver marked with Stuttgart
West Germany address and has single set trigger fitted with
EAW qd claw mount and Sutter 1.5-7x50E telescopic sight.
Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC woodwork with
minor handling marks. ExWO&C ALR
453 - SHANSEI BROOMHANDLE PISTOL
Rare and unusual Chinese made variant of the Mauser C96
“Broomhandle” pistol in 45ACP caliber. 5½” Barrel marked
with three digit serial number on the left hand side of the
chamber, cocking piece, hammer and frame. The rear sight
graduated to 1000 yards. The frame is marked on both sides
with Chinese characters. Metalwork has dark original finish
thinning to grey in areas and VGC original wooden grooved
grips. The dimensions are considerable wider than the .30
caliber variant and the magazine well is also longer. Complete with its original holster stock stock, plus a modern
leather shouder holster and display box. VGWO&C B/CLR
Estimate $5,000 - $6,000
454 - VICKERS LUGER PISTOL
Rare British Vickers made for the Dutch Military 1906/21
model Luger. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sights. The
chamber without marking and the toggle is marked VICKERS LTD and the safety RUST with arrow. The gun has no
other marks or component marks other than the side plate
marked 30. It is in our opinion that the gun has been assembled from Vickers parts in the Dutch East Indies arsenal
at Batavia (now Jahata). The metalwork is in as issued ExC
showing very little wear and the grips are the coarse Dutch
type. Complete with holster and spare magazine. ExWO&C
CLR

460 - MAUSER 712 MAGAZINE
Original 10R magazine for the Schnellfeuer pistol. Banner
logo or the base with some pitting to the edges of the base
plate. Original blue thinning in areas. GC

462 - LEE ENFIELD TRAINING RIFLE
NZ Military .22 short rifle MKIV (Rifle No2 MKIV) conversion of a NO1 MKIII rifle. 25” .22lr cal barrel with original sights. The receiver has an apperture sight block fitted
in front of the safety. The wrist marked SHT22 IV* NZ and
N ↑ Z GR BSA Co Ltd 1910 SHT LEIII. The magazine is
a standard SMLE type with follower. Metalwork with most
overall finish. The original woodwork has a checked arsenal
repair on the underside between the screws below the sight
and band otherwise VGWO&C ALR

463
465

463 - GERMAN TRAINING RIFLE
Rare WWII German Fluss-stahl bolt action Mauser style
training rifle. 26½” .22lr cal barrel with original sights and
marked Fluss-stahl - Krupt - Esser, Import and Nazi era
commercial proof (1939-45). The chamber is also proofed
and marked MOD .317K Gustloff-Werke Waffenfabrik. The
bolt has turned down handle and safety catch similar to a
Mauser. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original full size (similar to K98) wooden stock with grasping
grooves. ExWO&C ALR
464 - HUNGARIAN TRAINING RIFLE
1950’s Vintage Hungarian .22lr Model 48M bolt action S/
Shot training rifle. 25” .22lr cal barrel with original adjustable sights and marked LAMPAGYAR N.V. BUDAPEST
with most overall blue. VGC woodwork with some scratching and flaking of the lacquer coat. VGWO&C ALR

464

465 - BSA 22 TRAINING RIFLE
British Model 1907 ‘War Office’ pattern magazine training
rifle. 24” .22lr cal barrel with SMLE style sights and marked
with BSA address and caliber. The bolt has patent number,
metalwork has most dulling blue Stock with apperture sight
and swivels as well as SMLE brass butt plate and trap. Includes its 5R magazine. The screw holding the sight wings
to the barrel has penetrated the barrel otherwise GC ALR
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466 - JUNGLE CARBINE
WWII British No5 Lee Enfield rifle. 20½” .303 cal barrel
with flash hider and bayonet lug. The receiver with apperture ladder sight and marked No5 MKI ROF (F) 8/45. The
wrist stamped ENGLAND. Bolt and action have matching
numbers. Metalwork has most overall finish. VGC woodwork complete with sling and magazine. VGWO&C ALR

474 - NO4 BAYONET
Spike bayonet for the British SMLE rifle. White blade with
blued base marked No4 MKII. Includes steel scabbard.
VGC

466

475 - ARTILLERY OFFICERS POUCH
A rare British Victorian period Artillery Officers cartridge
box and belt. The leather box with twin liner has embossed
artillery cannon and is complete with its black leather and
gilt cross belt. ExWO&C

469

467 - NO4 MK2 RANGE RIFLE
British Military SMLE rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original foresight. The rear sight has been removed and a Parker
Hale fitted. Receiver marked No4 MK2 UF.55. (most likely
Irish contract). Metalwork with most enamel finish, the bolt
and action are matching. GC woodwork with brass butt
plate, range swivel and sling. VGWO&C ALR

476 - K98 SLING
Original WWII leather sling for the Mauser rifle. VGC

468 - MARBLES TYPE 1 GAME GETTER PISTOL
First Model double barrel pistol, circa 1908-1914. 12”.22RF
cal barrel over .44CF short or ball barrel with fixed sights.
Marked with first model Marble Safety Axe Co, Gladstone
address. Fitted with factory folding peep sight behind the
hammer. Metalwork has near all original bright blue with
a couple of small areas of loss near the chamber and frame.
ExC original checkered hard rubber grips and nickle folding
stock. Includes holster with Marble logo. ExWO&C CLR
469 - MARBLES TYPE 2 GAME GETTER PISTOL
1921 Model double barrel pistol, circa 1921-35. 18” .22RF
cal barrel over .44CF shot or ball barrel (or .410 2½”).
Marked with Marbles logo and Game Getter Gun etc as well
as caliber information. Metalwork has most original blue
turning grey on some of the shot barrel. VGC slab sided grip
and underfolding stock. Some of the stock nickel finish has
worn away. VGWO&C CLR
470 - STEPHEN GRANT REVOLVERS
A cased pair of high quality Tranter double action revolvers
by noteable English gunmaker Stephen Grant. 2.9” .320cal
octagonal barrels marked S GRANT 67A ST JAMES’S
STREET LONDON and the flat section in front of the
cylinder is marked W TRANTER PATENT. The five shot
cylinders are Birmingham proofed. The metalwork is profusely foliate engraved and retains near all original nickel
finish with a little flaking on the inner grip straps. ExC finely
checkered one piece grips. Contained in their original red
baize linied leather bound case with oil bottle, cleaning rod
and a packet of Eley ammunition. ExWO&C CLR
Estimate $5,000 - $6,000

467

471

478 - STECHKIN PISTOL
Soviet cold war era automatic pistol (APS). 5½” 9mm
Makarov cal barrel, the slide with original rolling adjustable sight and marked with arsenal mark and serial number
matching on the frame. There is a 3 position selector but this
gun has been modified for semi auto from originaly selective fire. Metalwork has near all original blued finish with
some minor holster wear. ExC original faux wood plastic
grips and includes its 20R magazine and brown bakelite
sholder stock/holster. ExWO&C B/CLR

472

477

479 - MAB MODEL D PISTOL
French Military semi auto pistol. 3.9” .32ACP cal barrel, the
slide with fixed sights and marked PISTOLET AUTOMATIQUE 7.65 etc. Metalwork with near all overall blue finish
with some holster and handling wear. VGC original MAB
logo grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

478

471 - TRANTER CONVERSION
Very rare factory cartridge conversion of a second model
double trigger. Tranter revovler 4½” .38 cal barrel with Birmingham proofs, dovetail foresight and key slot percussion
rammer. The underside is marked in script Charles J King
Wassell Grove Stourbridge. The top strap is marked with retailer PRITCHARD & SON. The conversion cylinder uses a
system of central firing pins at the end of each chamber as at
some time this would of had a percussion cylinder as well.
Engraved metalwork has most overall original charcoal blue
with some loss to the top strap and edges. VGC one piece
grip. VGWO&C CLR

479

472 - TRANTER REVOLVER
A cased Tranter model 1863 retailed/manufactured by Murcott of London. 5” Octagonal .38RF cal barrel marked with
Birmingham proofs which are also on each of the five chambers. The tip is marked T.MURCOTT, 68 HAYMARKET.
Tranters patent and is without ejector rod and has hinged
loading gate. Metalwork retains most original blue to the
barrel and grey patina to the frame and cylinder. VGC
checkered walnut one piece grip. Contained in its original
green baize lined case with original trade label, pewter oil
bottle, cleaning rod and turn screw. VGWO&C CLR
473 - NO9 BAYONET
British Military knife blade bayonet for the No4 rifle.
Marked No9 MKI D-51 broad arrow. Blued blade and steel
scabbard. VGC

477 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
German Military Nazi WWII era P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal
barrel with original sight and marked with serial number
and faint barrel proof on the top. The chamber is dated 1940
and the side marked with double eagle 655 and test proofs.
The toggle is code marked 42 for Mauser. Metalwork has
most overall original salt blue showing holster wear to the
side plate and rails in the usual places. VGC original checkered walnut grips. All visible numbers except the magazine
are matching. The magazine is the correct WWII type with
alloy base plate and blued body. Complete with its black
leather holster with 1938 date and Stuttgart makers mark
with Waffen-amt. VG-ExWO&C CLR

480

481

480 - LHATI PISTOL
Swedish Military M40 semi auto pistol. 4¼” 9mm cal barrel with original sights and marked HUSQVARNA etc and
serial number (matching on frame). Metalwork is in ExC
retaining near all original deep black blued finish. ExC original brown plastic checkered grips with Swedish Crown.
Includes its original holster with 2 extra magazines. Hard to
find better. ExWO&C B/CLR
481 - WEBLEY MARK IV REVOLVER
Compact variant of the famous British revolver. 3” .38
S&W cal barrel marked Webley & Scott Ltd MARK IV .38
etc. Frame with sliding safety. Metalwork retains near all
original blue finish. ExC original black plastic grips. In as
new ExWO&C CLR
482 - WEBLEY MARK III REVOLVER
4” .38 S&W cal barrel with address and model. Metalwork
with near all original blue thinning on top of the barrel. ExC
original checkered walnut grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
483 - BROWNING 1886 RIFLE
Nice quality large frame lever action rifle. 22” 45-70 cal
round barrel with full length magazine and original sights.
Marked with Utah & Montreal addresses and caliber. Frame
with saddle ring. Metalwork retains near all original bright
blue finish. ExC woodwork with custom checkered wrist
and forend. ExWO&C ALR

482

483
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484 - WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1891, 3rd model 1873 rifle. 24” 44-40 cal
round barrel with rifle sights and button magazine. Marked
with Winchester address and caliber. The tang marked MODEL 1873 - and lower with serial number. Metalwork
with thin overall old re-blue. VGC original woodwork. GVGWO&C ALR

495 - BRAZILIAN 1908 MAUSER RIFLE
29¼” 7x57 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
The chamber and receiver correctly in the white and marked
with National Crest and Mod 1908 as well as DWM Obendorf address. Metalwork is in ExC retaining near all finish.
All visible numbers are matching. ExC original woodwork
with some minor handling marks. ExWO&C ALR

484

485 - WINCHESTER 92 CARBINE
US lever action carbine, circa 1913. 20” 44-40 cal barrel
and ½ mag with Winchester markings also on the tang and
action with saddle ring. Metalwork with grey to dark patina.
Worn but GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

485

487
486

486 - ERMA 22 712 RIFLE
German, circa 1980’s, lever action rifle. 18” .22lr cal round
barrel with 10R magazine, original sights and marked with
Model EG712 ERMA WERKE W GERMANY etc. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC original wooden stock.
ExWO&C ALR
487 - HENRY GOLDEN BOY RIFLE
Trapper variant of the US lever action. 11½” Octagonal
blued barrel with Buck horn sights. The frame, straps and
band retain near all original brass plating. ExC walnut stock.
In as new ExWO&C ALR

490

492

489 - DAN WESSON REVOLVER SET
US .38 Special double action revolver four barrel set. The
barrels are 8”, 6”, 4” and 2½”. The stainless steel metalwork
has a few minor scratches but is in ExC. Fitted with wooden
factory grips and includes the original rubber grips. Contained in its original brief case with barrel tool and sights.
ExWO&C B/CLR

499 - SWEDISH M38 MAUSER RILFE
Swedish Military modification of ‘96 model to ‘38. 23
½” 6.5x55 cal barrel with fine adjustable target rear sight.
Chamber marked Carl Gustafs 1903 etc. Bolt handle is
straight type and serial numbers are mismatched. Metalwork
has thin original finish and staining to the white parts. GC
woodwork complete with brass stock disc. GWO&C ALR

493

500 - BERTHIER 07/15 RIFLE
French WWI Berthier Carbine that has been captured by
the Turkish and re-chambered in 8mm Mauser. 22” Barrel
with original sights, chamber with Turkish mark T.C ORMAN 1948, side rail with French markings. Metalwork with
most overall dull original blue finish turning grey in areas.
GC woodwork with some arsenal checked wood repairs.
GWO&C ALR

497

490 - COLT 1911 22 PISTOL
Colt MKIV Government frame with factory Colt .22lr conversion unit fitted. 4¾” .22lr cal barrel marked Colt and with
floating chamber. The slide with adjustable sights and Colt
markings and logo. The frame with Colt Hartford address.
Metalwork has most overall blue finish starting to thin in
areas and with some handling scratches. VGC Colt wooden
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
491 - TAURUS 22 REVOLVER
Brazilian 9 shot double action revolver. 5” .22lr slab sided
barrel with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork has
some scattered pin prick staining. Original rubber grips. GVGWO&C B/CLR

497 - SPANISH M43 RIFLE
Spanish Military Mauser model 1943 rifle. 23½” 8mm cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber
with 1949 date and La Corona Crest and caliber. Metalwork is in ExC retaining near all original blue. ExC original
wooden stock. ExWO&C ALR
498 - SPANISH 1916 SHORT RIFLE
Spanish Military Mauser rifle. 22” 7.62 cal barrel (Military
conversion) with original sights and bayonet lug, the chamber with ‘Falangist’ crest and cal 7.62. The bolt is turned
down and chrome plated. Metalwork with most overall blue.
GC straight wood stock with swivels. GWO&C ALR

491

488 - WINCHESTER 92 CARBINE
US lever action saddle ring carbine, circa 1914. 20” 44-40
cal round barrel with original sights, address and button
magazine. Frame retains saddle ring but is missing loading
gate and tang screw. Worn original woodwork. FC ALR

496 - PORTUGESE 1904/39 RIFLE
Portugese Military bolt action rilfe. 24” 8mm cal barrel
with original sight with wing protectors and bayonet lug.
The chamber with Portugese Crest and the split bridge action is marked with the 1904 markings. Metalwork has dark
original blue finish turning grey in areas. VGC original
woodwork with handling marks, complete with swivels and
cleaning rod. VGWO&C ALR

498

496
495

501 - SYKES POWDER FLASK
Nice quality English large medicle copper bottle shaped
powder flask. Adjustable top with 2¼, 2½ and 2 dram positions. 18cm overall height, some minor small pressure
dings. VGC
502 - POWDER FLASK
Un-named antique copper powder flask with dog and owner
hunting scene. 19cm height, oval shape and basic top, some
dents to the base. FC

492 - STAR 22 PISTOL
Spanish semi auto pistol similar in design to the Model I
and IN. 4¼” .22lr cal barrel with original fixed sights.The
slide with Star Ebar address etc. Metalwork has most overall original blue with areas of speckle staining. GC original
brown plastic grips. GWO&C B/CLR

503 - LEG OF MUTTON CASE
Vintage shotgun leather carrying case, circa early mid 20th
century. GC

493 - S&W MODEL 39 PISTOL
4” 9mm cal barrel, slide with adjustable sights and Smith
& Wesson Springfield address and decocker/safety. Alloy
frame with model and logo. Metalwork has near all original
finish and ExC original wooden grips.

504 - STEYR MODEL M RIFLE
Austrian vintage, circa 1969. 24’ 7x64 cal barrel with original sights. Reciever with twin set triggers and swing off
mount with 6x42 Karl Kaps optic. Near all blue VGC woodwork with some slight handling marks. VG-ExWO&C ALR

494 - AMT ON DUTY PISTOL
US semi auto 9mm pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, slide with
fixed sights and near all matte black finish. Aluminium
frame with decocker and plastic grips. Aftermarket magazine. VGC B/CLR

505 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER RIFLE
Austrian model 1956 vintage sporting rifle. 23” 7x57 cal
barrel with original sights (missing hood) 1958 date proof,
plus address and caliber over the chamber. US Elcho side
mount with Weaver Mircro-trac optic, twin set triggers.
The stock has cracked and been repaired through the wrist.
FWO&C ALR

500

494

499

504

505
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516 - SIAMESE SMLE RIFLE
Thai/Siam Military issue No1 MKIII rifle, circa 1910.
25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug,
the chamber with BSA and Siamese markings. The wrist
marked with Siamee Lion Crest and BSA Co. Metalwork
with near all original blue. ExC woodwork with stock disc
swivels and sling. Top collectors example. ExWO&C ALR

506 - SAVAGE 110 RIFLE
US left handed sporting rifle. 24’ 25-06 cal barrel with
iron sights. Metalwork with most blue. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR
507 - REMINGTON 700 RIFLE
24” .222 cal barrel without sights and marked with Remington Ilion address. Reciever with blind magazine is fitted
with Japanese Tasco 16x44 scope. Metalwork has near all
blue. VGC wooden stock. VGWO&C ALR

506

517 - LEE ENFIELD NO1 MKIII RIFLE
British SMLE rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights
and bayonet lug. The only marking on the wrist is BSA Co
(most likely private purchase) magazine cut off is fitted and
bolt and action are matching. Metalwork with dark original
patina. Original woodwork has been sanded at some point.
Includes webbing sling. VGWO&C ALR

508 - SCHMIDT RUBIN SPORTING
Sporterised Swiss K11 Straight pull bolt action rifle. 23”
7.5x55 cal barrel with original Military sights. Metalwork
has thinning original blue. GC sporterised wooden stock.
G-VGWO&C ALR
509 - ADAMS & CO REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1860/70’s English revolver. 3½” .450 cal
barrel. The top strap marked ADAMS & Co and Fansbury Place, London address. Birmingham proofs on the
barrel, frame and 5 shot cylinder. Near all original nickel
finish. ExC checkered one piece grips with lanyard rings.
ExWO&C CLR
510 - R.I.C REVOLVER
A Belgian copy of the Webley revolver, circa late 19th
Century. 4” .442 cal round barrel with flat top and marked
BRITISH CONSTABULARY. Liege proof mark on the rear
of the round 6 shot cylinder. The frame with FD in diamond
makers mark for Ferdinard Dressen. Near all original blue
ExC checkered wooden grips with lanyard ring at the base.
ExWO&C CLR
511 - WEBLEY R.I.C REVOLVER
British NO2 R.I.C double action revolver, 2⅜” .442 cal
round barrel with Birmingham proofs. The top strap marked
with retailer Trulock & Harris address. The frame with Webley patent and 5 shot round cylinder. Most overall original
nickel finish. VGC original checkered walnut grip with lanyard rings. VGWO&C CLR

507

519 - WOODWARD DOUBLE RIFLE
Antique, circa late 1800’s, back action double rifle. 27”
re-blued barrels with twin leaf sight in approximately .60
cal. They are rifled and proofed with .25 and Birmingham
marks. Back action locks marked B WOODWARD & SON.
The woodwork is a possible replacement as the checkering
is rather crude. It is also stamped 1971. FC ALR

509

520 - PARKER BRO’S SHOTGUN
Good quality side by side vintage shotgun by one of America’s best makers. 26” 12g barrels with full and ¾ choke.
Marked with Parker Bros Meridan ct address. Double trigger box lock action, the gun has been professionally refurbished and has all over blue and bright case colours as well
as ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
521 - 28G SHOTGUN
Turkish Huglu U/O shotgun. 28” 28g blued ribbed barrels
with screw out chokes. Metalwork has near all original blue
and silver finishes. Includes two packets of ammuntion.
ExC woodwork, in as new ExWO&C ALR

510

512 - H&R REVOLVER
Early 20th Century double action only US revolver. 2.9” 32
S&W cal barrel with Harrington & Richardson markings.
Break action with 5 shot cylinder, most original nickel finish. VGC original grips. Includes a leather period holster.
VGWO&C CLR
513 - PUPPY REVOLVER
Small Francotte type bull dog pattern revolver. 1¾” .30
cal/8mm barrel with Crown/R proof. 5 shot cylinder, most
thinning blue with some pinpricking. GC original grip. GC
CLR

522

522 - ARMY AND NAVY SHOTGUN
Late 19th, early 20th Century back action shotgun. 30”
12g barrels marked ARMY & NAVY C.S.L LONDON
(K.QUALITY) with most overall blue. The locks with traces of case colours. GC original woodwork. Contained in its
canvas case with rod. GWO&C ALR

512

523 - WINCHESTER 97 SHOTGUN
Antique, circa 1899, pump action shotgun. 12g barrel has
been shortened to 20” and has faint address and McCARTHY Dunedin retail logo. Metalwork has grey overall
patina and the hammer has been repaired. The action release
button is at fault when cocked. GC original early woodwork
with steel butt plate. FC ALR

514 - PUPPY REVOLVER
Small Francotte type open frame revolver. 2½” .30 cal/8mm
octagonal barrel. 6 Shot cylinder with Crown/U proof, folding trigger and metalwork has grey patina. GC wood grips.
GWO&C CLR
515 - NAGANT M91/30 RIFLE
Soviet WWII era Mosin Nagant rifle. 28’ 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights. The chamber is dated 1943 and Tula
arsenal mark as well as sniper refubishment marks. Round
receiver and serial numbers, arsenal re-numbered. Metalwork with most arsenal blue. VGC woodwork with arsenal
repair at the front, complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

518 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI rifle. 26” .303 cal Vickers barrel (for
increased accuracy) with original sights. Chamber with Eddystone Remington mark and ordnance marks on the rail.
Most overall dull blue. VGC woodwork complete with sling

513

514

524 - 28G AMMO
One slab 250R of Spanish Saga 28g 7½’s in original packaging. ExC ALR
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